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Speaker
list grows
for Moore
appearance
By Carrie Whitaker
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Students earn credit while seeing America
By lanell Kingsbofougti
SEN.OR REPORTS"

BS Ne«i File Photo

GE0I0URNEY: At the top. junior Brian Hensien is shown jumping into a
lake at Crater Lake National Park located in Oregon. Freshman Lindsey
Wilbarger is shown above at the Museum of Northern Arizona. Both
students were among the 26 people that set off to travel the United
States over a 9 week period, while earning 16 credit hours.

They are the places that many
only dream of seeing, the places
most people don't even see in
a liferime. For 26 travelers now
returning to the University, nine
weeks was almost enough.
The first Geojoumey group
set off to travel the United States
Aug. 15 and returned Oct. 16 with
thousands of pictures and stories
to share.
Students on the Geojoumey
trip earned 16 credit hours from
the four classes intertwined with
the adventures: GEOL 250 and
251. ACS 252 and ENVS 253.
loe Elkins, an assistant pro-

During lecture time in the
Sierra Nevada, die group was
sitting around in a circle listening to Elkins as he used a dry
erase board to teach. The ground
began to shake and the traveling vans were almost up on two
tires for about 30 seconds. The
Geolourney group had experienced an earthquake with a magnitude of5.4— they were only 15
miles from die epicenter.
"These smdents felt an earthquake, it's hard to put a value
on diat," Elkins said. "They can
actually say something about an
environment that was formed.

fessor of geology, had done
Geolourney seven times elsewhere and wanted to bring the
experience to the University for
the first time.
'There is no comparison
between tliis trip and a traditional classroom setting'' Elkins said.
Tours of 24 states and 29
national parks included a climb
to the top of Mt. St. Helens —
they were the last group before
It erupted — an earthquake,
a 12-hour-hike through the
Grand Canyon, tropical storms,
Yosemite National Park, Death
Valley, Crater Lake, museums,
swamps, fossils: The list goes on
and on for these students.

ROAD TRIP, PAGE 2

City extends move out deadline

in Miranda
iiinnih Oivui
By
Bond

•
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USG and off-campus students
Droyrd'hft uiven thev conje
together they can make their
voices heard. They made progress in their fight regarding
zoning laws that state no more
than three unrelated adults may
occupy a residency in R-1 and
R-2 zones.
This fall, 37 students were cited
by the City for violating zoning
laws. They were originally given
until Dec. 31 to find new housing However, it was announced
on Monday at the City Council
meeting that the deadline for
prosecuting tenants will be

mrawri
tn May
Mai; 15,2005.
l ■; Tom
moved to
"I'm really appreciative that
the city granted this extension,"
said USG president Alex Wright
i couldn't be happier with die
city's decision to allow students
to comply and work with the
students."
Mayor John Quinn supports
his and the city's decision.
T think it is fair," said Quinn.
"I think dial there were a lot of
people that knew that they were
in violation of the law. while there
were some that did not, so I think
that it is fair."
Since ofT-campus students
were first cited in September,
USG has been working to at least

get
apt an extension for them to find
new housing.
They invited Mayor lohn
Quinn to speak at a meeting.
Over iuo students anended to
voice their concern.
"If the students would have
been silent about this, nothing
would have been changed," said
Wright. "When 300 students
showed up to a USG meeting
and showed the city they weren't
happy about this, they Ithe
cityl listened."
Mayor Quinn acknowledges
that students played a role in his
decision. However, he said since
the problem arose the city was
looking for a fair solution.

""ItIt certainly
certainlv didn't hurt that students voiced their opinion, but 1
think all along we were looking
at a solution that would be fair
to as many people as possible.'
said Quinn.
While a decision was made that
pleased the city and students, the
law will still remain the same. No
houses in R-1 and R-2 zones are
allowed to have more than three
unrelated people living in them.
After May 15, those in violation
will be given a 30 day notice. If
they are not in compliance after
30 days, they will be cited. After
July 31, those who are found in
violation will be cited immecli
ately and fined $500 per day until

they
thev are in compliance.
USG plans to continue to work
with the city to change the law so
that it is more accommodating
in students.
"We are going to look to see if
we can change the law a little bit.
but not radically," said Wright.
Mayor Quinn 6aid that he
does not foresee changing the
law. He said that when the houses were built in the Etenrwood
Subdivision, they were intended
(o be single family homes.
"lust because they aren't being
used for that doesn't mean that

Toledo — As director and author
Michael Moore's'SlackerUprising
Tour 2004" nears northwest Ohio,
Toledo native and Ms. Magazine
founder Gloria Steinem has been
added to the list of speakers,
lason Kucsma, co-editor
of Toledo's
independent
Clamor
Magazine,
thinks the
extended
speakers
list adds to
MICHAEL MOORE the excitement.
Director/Author
"From
my
perspective,
Toledo deserves this kind
of attention," Kucsma said.
"The Washington Post called
Toledo the epicenter of the election and we are a huge workingclass city."
Clamor Magazine has teamed
with many other sponsors to host '
Moore's visit this Monday, beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the Seagate
Center. Tickets are still available.
Moore has produced documentaries such as" Roger and Me"
and "Bowling for Columbine."
He also wrote "Stupid White
Men" and "Dude, Where's My
Country."
He recently released his book.
"Will They Ever Trust Us Again?",
rilled with letters from soldiers
in Iraq.
After nearly two months of
preparation, Kucsma said they
are ready for Moore and have
plannned a few events around
his appearance.
Today there is a free preparry at Headliners. 4500 N.
Detroit Ave.

CITY, PAGE 2

MOORE, PAGE 2

Global politics focus
of campus conference
By Holly Abrams
REPORTER

Last night the conference on
"lustice and Global Politics" start | ed with keynote speaker lames A.
Buchanan, the 1986 Nobel Prize
winner in economics. Buchanan
spoke on the different mindsets the U.S. and Europe have
when looking at people and the
enforcement of justice.
A forerunner in his field, he
IsnPul BGNevw
was the first to use economic
STAND UP: Shown above is student Tierney Bates who presented his opinions about how dress codes are
models to understand political
being enforced at Bowling Green clubs, at last nights Black Student Union forum.
situations and is founder of the
Center for Study of Public Choice
at George Mason University. He is
the author of more than 13 books
and hundreds of articles.
flip-flops
and
you're
telling
me
Skybar are the only clubs that
BylaneHIOngsoorougti
The bi-annual conference,
SENIOR REPOR'ER
that
it's
more
dangerous
to
wear
enforce the dress code. Some
which is hosted by The Social
The hot topic at the Black Student items banned are; skull caps, wave boots than flip-flops to a club,"
Union forum last night addressed caps, bandanna, sweatbands, he said. "I was offended and felt
Topics of discussion
the dress code issues at Bowling jersey's, wind-pants, sweatpants, disrespected." He encouraged
include:
Green downtown clubs to almost velour suits, excessive jewelry, students to share their voices and
HanaSZ:Global Civic
backpacks, large coats, baseball to think about the image each
80 people in attendance.
Republicanism?
The problem to many is that caps worn correctly and some- portrays themselves as.
Johnson: The lust War Idea:
"It's a challenge to start thinkdowntown clubs seem to be times not at all. But the argument
The State of the Question
camouflaging their attempts is that this dress code is not used ing outside the box. What do
Blake: Humanitarian
you want to portray? You have to
to keep the black community consistendy for all people.
Intervention: Leaders and
Tiemey Bates, a staff member dress like you want to go someout of the club by stating dress
Followers
codes that ban "urban gear"—as of the University, was refused where," Bates said. "Start portrayKukathas: Against Global
ing
where
you
want
to
be
now."
entrance
into
Skybar
for
wearing
many club bouncers refer to the
Justice
Timberland
shoes.
dress code.
Badwar: Helping Others or
"I watched girls walk in with
Uptown, Kamikaze's, and
CODES. PAGE 2

BSU discusses club dress codes

Harming Oneself?

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from wea ther.com
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Philosophy and Policy Center will the University and the Social
continue today from 8:30 a.m. to Philosophy and Policy Center.
4 p.m. and Saturday 8:30 a.m. to They try to have speakers with
different perspectives on various
3:45 p.m.
The 12 speakers will discuss issues and different ideological
views, according to
current topics such as
the legitimacy of the "77ns should Ellen Paul deputy
director and editor
war in Iraq, terrorism
be great for of publications.
and the role the U.S.
The center has
should play in proeveryone
three major promoting democracy.
to attend grams; the bi'Each speaker is allotconference
ted a one hour sesbecause of annual
program, a visiting
sion. They will speak
for about 15 minutes the nature of scholars program
the publication
followed by an open
the topic." and
of the Cambridge
forum for discussion
NICO MALOBERTI,
University Press
and questions from
Social
the audience. The PROGRAM DIRECTOR journal
Philosophy & Policy.
speakers come from
This is one of the
a wide range of disciplines including law, sociology, three leading academic journals published on political and
philosophy and religion.
"I think this is going to be inter- social philosophy in the nation,
esting for students because its according to program director
very relevant to current issues Nico Maloberti.
Faculty, staff and graduate stulike the war on terrorism and the
war in Iraq," said Deputy Director dents usually attend the conferand Editor of Publications for the ence, but this year's event especenter Ellen Paul, "There will be cially should be of interest to
lots of discussions of real world everyone, said Maloberti.
"This should be great for
things happening now."
Speakers are chosen one and everyone to attend because of
a half to two years in advance
by various people affiliated with
GLOBAL PAGE 2
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Cloudy

High: 63*
Low: 43"
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Cloudy

High: 63"
Low: 44'
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GeoJourney opens America to students
ROAD TRIP. FROM PAGE 1

rhej have a real understanding."
I in- students fed thej began
in see the connections between
ancieni civilizations and modern times, li could have been
the oldest and tallest trees
more than 100-feet high. Maybe
n was just the differences
between the west coast and the
east, or the landforms of arches,
sami dunes, and flash floods,or
even the effects ol a hurricane
on a coastal city.
"We nevei knew what in
expect," said Dana Zook a firstyen student at the University.
"We could wake up and ii would
be in degrees, then drive five
hours and feel the wrath of
Death valley."
Elizabeth Chibucos shared

a story of the trip to Angel's
landing at /ion National Park.
I his hike M .is a skinny trail and
a 1300-foot drop.
"We climbed to the top of this
huge mountain thai took three
hours. We felt otir way along
i hams and when we got to the
top and looked around, it was
absolutely amazing," Chibucos
said. "We were shouting and
listening to the echoes. ... It
was jnsi amazing."
Their hike to the bottom of
the Grand Canyon began at 3
a.m. under a full moon to heat
the intense heat I hey made it
to the bottom in time to watch
the sunrise.
However, the GeoJourney trip
wasn't all fun. games and beautiful sights/This trip was very,
ven hard
both physically

National scholars gather at U.
GLOBAL. FROM PAGE 1

the nature ol the topic," said
MalobenL Ibis is one of the
rare occasions when academic
minds ol ibis state will be div
cussing more practical issues, h
will be MTV interesting to hear
what they have to saj about all
these problems."
I'he conference! held in the
Mi I.ill ( enter Gallery is open
to all students, faculty and staff

and is liii'
Conference speakers are
aski'd to write their papers well
in advance of the conference.
The journal consisting of papers
from this faJlscohferenceshould
be finished in lanuary 2006.
The conferences have been
held by the center since 1983.
[he spring conference, titled,
'Taxation. Economic Prosperity,
and Distributive lustier" will be
held Iune9-I2,2005 In California.

Clubs refuse "urban-gear"
CODES. FROM PAGE 1

Questions were raised in the
confusion of what exactly ii
is that the clubs want or don't
want Main people were mined

away for wearing white t-shirts.
"Are they scrutinizing us
because we are black or for

wearing the wrong clothes and
ihai is a safety issue,' Marcus
Thomas said, a member of
Hsu. "The) should use metal
detectors ii dial's the problem
because I cant bide a gun in my
deu rag."
Passion
and
concerns
bounced ol the walls as students stood u|> to voice issues
that most don't understand or
even recognize
"We have to make ibis a bigger issue and come up with
an action plan starting right
here," latoya Talley, a member
ofBSUsaid.
And they did just that
i hey want empowerment
through unity.
l-irst the plan calls for a cre-

ation of a test committee and
executive board. This crew will
devise plans to test the bar
scenes and diess code as it
applies to all people. All observations and confrontations will
be documented and prepared
for a second committee.
This political committee
will have representatives from
HSU. NAACR USG, College
Democrats, Black Intellects and
the University gospel choir. The
group will work to make sun all
steps are taken to nut smoothly
and work towards their goal. A
proposal will be created and
taken to city officials and news
outlets to aDow everyone to face
this issue.
"Students don't realize
their power of opinion," BSU
President Sharonda Glover said.
"We have to utilize our voices so
that everyone understands and
takes notice of what the black
community is facing. We can't
be strong without everyone else,
without other organizations

"This trip was
very, very hard,
both physically
and academically
challening."
BRIAN HENSIEN
THIRD YEAR STUDENT

and academically challenging,"
said third-year University student Brian Hensien. "We were
exhausted and 1 could say it was
the hardest thing I ever had to
do, but definitely the greatest
thing I could ever do."
Sixteen weeks of academic
material crammed into nine.
Exams, projects, and lectures
every night accompanied the

great excursions. The faculty members didn't save any
space as they wrote out the
students' exams on three dry
erase boards as big as car
windshields.
Grades in the courses are
based on many variables;
the exams, field books that
the students had to write
in constantly, how each person helped around the camp,
one's attitude, and basically,
as a person.
• "I realized how little we really are in the whole scheme of
things," said Amanda Takacs,
a second-year student at the
University. "The experience
with the people, the places
— it's something that changes
you forever. It's really a selffinding experience."

BSNnrs F* Photo

SWAMP THINGS: GeoJourney students float down the Okesenokee
Swamp in Georgia to check out mineral resources in the swamp.

Steinem, Moore aim to sway voters
MOORE, FROM PAGE 1

Clamor Magazine and theVerso Group are co-sponsoring the
party called Less Bush. MORK
MOORE, which will he showing free screenings of Moore's
Fahrenheit 9/11.
Those attending the parlycan enjoy music from The
Misshapes and I'annypack,
both from New York City. For
information on the afterparty
and other events surrounding
Moore's appearance check out
www.clamormagazine.org.
With 1,000 of the 3,500 tickets
still available for Monday night's
event, Kucsma said students
and Bowling Green community
members can still plan on buying tickets at the door Monday.

"There arc very few events
you can hold in northwestern
Ohio that draw so many people," Kucsma said. "Peoplehave
bought tickets from Indiana,
Cleveland, southern Ohio and
many parts of Michigan."
Moore brings a lot to the
political debate, Kucsma said,
and even those who disagree
with his views should keep an
open mind.
"1 think that the people who
criticize Moore and haven't
seen his films, read his books or
his articles need to open themselves up to hear his opinion,"
Kucsma said. "He advocates
listening to each other and he
is putting out an idea that is not
unfounded."
In preparing for such a con-

troversial speaker, Kucsma
said security will be tight. Plus,
Moore travels with his own
security guards.
"As far as the security — we
have a ton... I do not foresee very
many problems," Kucsma said.
With this tour and his new
book, Moore hopes to put
faces on the people in Iraq,
Kucsma said.
"It's obvious that the war is
a huge issue in trying to decide
on who to vote for in the elections," Kucsma said. "He will
be talking about how supporting Kerry is a much better
plan to get out of Iraq as soon
as possible."
Alongside Moore, Steinem
will begin her 15,000 mile tour
on Monday. "A lot of celebri-

ties have realized they have
two weeks to get out there and
make something happen,"
Kucsma said. "She wants to get
out the vote for women and
young voters."

Michael Moore Tickets
still available
When: Monday, doors open at
7:30 p.m., event starts at 9 p.m.
Where: The Seagate Center, 401
Jefferson Ave., Toledo
How: Get tickls online at www.
clamormagazine.com or the Clazel theater. 127 Main St B.G.
Price: $5 presale. $7.50 online
(online processing fee)

City and students work together to accommodate off-campus students
CITY. FROM PAGE 1

wasn't the intention of the
community."
Many non-student community members were unhappy
with the mayor's decision.
They have voiced concerns
in the past saying that overoccupancy leads to partying
and noise.
In response to their disapproval Mayor Quinn said,
"I think that in time everybody will come to accept this
solution. Even the people that

feel that I am being too generous will come to feel that
we are moving toward a long
term solution."
While USG and the city have
been working towards a solution, the Office of Student Life
has plans to do a better job of
informing students about zoning laws. In their recent newsletter they discuss the laws.
They are also planning a
roundtable for landlords, USG,
student legal services and representatives from the city to

discuss the issue. They also
have compiled a list with open
vacancies to help students find
new homes.
The Office says that they have
not informed students in the
past of the zoning laws because
it did not seem to be an issue.
but now that it is they will do
what they can.
T think that we need to
get it out there," said Georgia
Folkins, Coordinator in the
Office of Student Life for offcampus students. "We are in

the process of educating them
every way that we can. My goal
is to be sure that students find
appropriate housing, legally."
The city will continue to work
closely with the University
to better inform students.
Meanwhile there will continue
to be invesiiga«ionV<#T>fof,erties that arc over-occupied.
Students found to be living
in these properties will be sent
a letter detailing the May IS
deadline and will be expected
to move by then.
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BEST DEAL
IN TOWN

PRICE GUARANTEE
mMOZIUin SERVICE CENJERSl

Bowling Green's Only Modern Laundromat!
Located at 111 Railroad Street - Next to Kinko's

Oil Change
and Tire Rotation

> Card System - No More Quarters!
1
Megatouch Video Game
> Air Hockey
• Pool Table
• Sale Prices Starting at .99 cents!

• Soda and Snack Vending

• Air Conditioning
•X-Urge Washers
• Security Cameras

• Open 24/7

Wo WIN Not Bo Undersold

99* South Main Slrsot - Across from I
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Free WI-FI HOT SPOT
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OUTLAWED
Whitney Smith & Andy Jergens
Dana Hillier & Mike McLaughin
Brittany Sarley & Timtny Brean
Brooke Paul & Steve Luce
Amanda Grimshaw & Jerrick Henderson
Carrie Smith & Chaz Austraw
Kyle Clement Ron Rick
Erica Clemons & Mike Cassandra
Leeann Prior & Ryan Jodway
Laura Camastro & Andy 8radigan
Meghan Linehan & Doug Reddington
AnnMarie Korzen & Steve Baron
Amanda Kurt & Joe Younges
Whitney Brown & Jordan Lothes
Lauren Stopoli & Brooke Clellen
Lori Updegraff & Caleb Stone
Mallory Paulus & Eric Francis
Michelle Mormile & Josh Kreais
Chealsea Obrock & Greg Heban
Maegan Horinek & Scott Mcafee
Kacee Caryer & Mike Vogelsong
Shannon Shoemaker & Adam Galusay
Oanae Shanabarger & Aaron Scheks
Kristin Shannon & Chuck Phletcher
Courtney Salsbury & Todd Mell
Melissa Mikita & Andy Gates
Nicole Shlagheck & Jordan Essex
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Jacquelyn Nuzzi & Clay Brown
Emily Kalbfleisch & Eric Stitle
Meghan McPherson & Pal O'Sullivan
Christine Anghel & Danny DeGoricia
Megan Buns & Matt Blackmon
Hilary Erlenbach & Jon Brooks
Amy Lutz & Jon Brown
Korry Swy & Jeff Kruise
Erin Schullei & Mark Lindsey
Sarah Shindel & Rick Hudgel
Carolyn Wells & Dan Cullins
Danielle Hayslip & Mike McCall
Leslie Johnson & Dan Kapala
Susie Schoenberger & Dash Yost
Holly Mittelmeier & Keith Moore
Vicki Fariello& Trent Tice
Julia McCann & Kevin Gallagher
Samantha Thomas & Brian Whitey
Kelly Weaver & Ted Sauder
Molly Meyer & Luke McComber
Liz Juchno & Rob Zlvzak
Kate Schantz & Brian Liles
Rachael Michelli & Justin Stubbs
Jess Pryda & Eric Avendet
Terri Mazzola & Sean McGenrick
Ashley Rood & Jake Smith

25ti« Annual

Mf<tlleu>ee<r\ H*sh
at Uptown / Downtown
i

■*■

Sunday 10/31/04
$700 in prize money
Lots of FREE T-Shirts
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ENJOY INDIAN CULTURE THIS WEEKEND
Tickets are still available for the Indian Student
Assocation's event Mela 2004. The event will take place
Saturday, featuring euthentic Indian entertainment
and cuisine from 5:30-9 p.m. last year's event, Diwali
was enjoyed by more than 500 people. Tickets can be
purchased for $10 in the Union Ix)bby until Friday.

Companies focus of tech. fair
By Allison Halco
REPORTER

c hii 50 companies and organizations came lo the University
yesterday for the fifth annual
Northwest Ohio Technology
Hair.
The fair, held in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, offered students from the University and
area high schools a look at cutting-edge technology.
One of the 13 companies
new to the fair was Shoemaker
Motion Picture Co Although a
newcomer to yesterday's event,
the business Is no stranger to die
University,

Brian McRoberts BG News

AMAZING: Min-Dee Gilbert of Springfield High School enjoys the wonders
of technology at the campus TechFair yesterday afternoon.
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10a.m.- 11:30 a.m.

Fine Am I entei Sculpture Irea

14th Annual Saddlernire Lecture
Ihe 2004-05 Gerald L
Saddlemire Lecture, 'Ethical
Communities:
lOlAOhoampHaU

Festival: Concert l
Bryan Recital Hull

12:30 p.m.
New Music & \n Festival Panel
1 Nscussion
Grant I ktllery Toledo Museum

8 p.m.
25til Annual New Music and
\rt I estivaL' ( omen 3 featuring

, of Art
8 .i.in. - 6 p.m.
three Weeks on Malta
Wmks ii<mi Large Format Digital
Imaging

Union Galleries
11 a.m.
Iron Pour Performance l>\
George Beasley

Pinotage
KbbackerHall

6 p.m.
\UI lalks Calien talks
piesents...i;iien Harvey:
LNterVl NITONS
Fine Arts Center Room 204

7 p.m.
Movie Spiderman2
Union Theater

10-.30a.in.
25th Annual New Musie and Art

8 p.m.
Space Dreams Our Quest to

"We were one of the early vendors of video to the University,"
company representative R.I.
Ward said. Ward, who has been
with the company for 30 years,
said that Shoemaker has been
working with the University since
the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Shoemakers history with the
I IniuTsity made it impossible to
turn down an invitation to attend
the fair, so Ward and an associate
made the three and a half hour
drive from Indianapolis, Indiana,
to attend.
[heir long trip was worthwhile, Ward said, as the exhibit
proved to be pretty popular.

Explore the Universe
BGSU Planetarium - 112
Physical Sciences lab BUIg.
8:30 a.m.
Iraq, the Media and the New War
on terror
Union. Room 316
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
SPPC Conference on Justice and
Global Politics
McFall Gallery
12:30 p.m.
Women's Professional
Development Series
things to Know Before Applying
to Graduate School

"We've had a mix of student
traffic and department people,"
he said.
The more popular Shoemaker
products presented included
a projector that projects still
objects as well as produces
streaming video and a pen that,
when written with, creates a
document of the exact image of
the written words.
"Everyone is having a good
time with it," Ward said.
The products at the fair were
only a sampling of those offered
by Shoemaker.
"We brought products lour
competitors at the fairl don't

have," Ward said. "We do everything from soup to nuts."
Businesses weren't the only
exhibitors set up at the fair. Other
organizations, such as The Visual
Communications Technology
Organization. They were recruiting new members as well as distributing information about its
group and workshops it will be

hosting.
In addition to having 57 exhibitors set up in the ballroom, three
"breakaway sessions" were held,
covering the topics of McGrawHill's student response system,
the Xbox/Unux project and
computer security.

11) a.m. - 2 p.m.
Make a Difference Day
Sponsored by BGSurve
(Alton l/ibby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Project Excellence Information
I able
Union iabby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Falcons for Life Information
Table
Union Lobby
II a.m. - 4 p.m.
Mr. Blu Magic Scholarship
Banquet Tickets by Zeta Phi Beta
Union Lobby

Womerts Center, \07Hanna Hall
7 p.m.

I )elta Sigma Tiieta - Love
Auction
Union Multipurpose Room
8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
WBGU presents "Radio Takeover
at the Union"
Union I'ub

11:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Information Table
Union Lobby
10 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
14th Annual Saddlemire Lecture
Ethical Communities: A Journey
and a Destination"
WlAOIscampHaU

BGNEWS
CORRECTIONS
THE BG NEWS

In die article. Political opponents address city issues at
open forum, printed Tuesday
there were a few mistakes.
Republican Ray Huber is not
the current Wood County
engineer, he is the deputy
county engineer. The current
county engineer is not ntnning in the upcoming election.
Also, Mark Pietrykowski is
running unopposed for die
6th District Court of .Appeals,
not against William Skow (D)
and Robert Christiansen (R).
Thirdly, Paul Gilmore is currently a representative to die
United States Congress, not
president of the Ohio Senate.

S"

CLINIQUE
BONUS TIME
It's Bonus Time.
Your Bonus with any Clinique purchase of $19.50 or more.
It's ready for you at the Clinique counter.
Your Bonus includes:
• NEW Water Therapy Moisture Glove Hand Cream

Clinique Gift Time
at Elder-Beer man
What You Want

• NEW Clinique Eye Quad: Pair of Shades Eye Shadow
Duo in Starstruck & Golden Lynx/High Impact Eye
Shadow in Sugar Sugar/High Impact Eye Shadow in
Like Mink (contour)/High Impact Mascara Mini in Black
• All About Eyes
• Different Lipstick in Think Bronze
• Clinique Happy Heart Perfume Spray

Stop by the Clinique Counter
at Elder-Beerman and receive
a free gift with any $19.50 purchase.

• Satin Cosmetics Bag
Quantities are limited. One Bonus to a customer, please, per event.
While Supplies last.

Hurry...offer good while supplies last.
From Wednesday, October 20
through Sunday, November 7, 2004.
One gift per customer, please.

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested.
100% Fragrance Free.
(with the exception ot
Clinique Iragrance products)
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OPINION

"There's no bulletproof vest in my size."
Portlv Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, responding to a
lawmaker's question about whether he wore a vest to protect
himself from a possible assassin.
(Itatm)

STAITKDITOIilAI.

Zoning laws damage community
We ai the BG News feel that
the U I and R-2 zoning laws do
not serve the community well
because they are outdated, and
are unfair to the students who
have agreed to make Bowling
Green their home.
When the basic rule of no
more than three unrelated people living together continues to
be enforced, many students living in off-campus houses will
need to find another place to
live, [hen are a finite number
of apartment buildings within

For the students who are
allowed to remain at the houses,
they may not be able to afford the
rent now that dirce or fewer tenants are living there, and the)' will
soon face a housing problem.
Both the city of Bowling Green
and BGSU may each take a significant financial hit if this situation is not resolved with student's
best interests in mind.
Within a few years word may
begin to spread to prospective
seniors in Ohio high schools that
the off-campus housing situation

YOU DECIDE
Are the zoning laws unfairly
targeting college students? Let
us know. Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feedback at www.bgnews.com.
a reasonable distance of campus, and the landlords of those
properties could use the leverage
of supply and demand to raise
prices even more.

at Bowling Green State University
is both too complicated and
expensive for students to bother
with.
This type of negativity spread
by uord-of-mouth could cause
a decline in attendance numbers
,u HI ,su. costing the University
as well as the city's businesses a
lot of money.
Additionally, if more students
are required to live farther away
from campus, they will most
likely have to use a car to get to
school. This will only inflame the

parking troubles that students
are dealing with everyday.
We understand that when
the houses in the Bentwood
Subdivision were built it was
with the understanding that they
would be single-family homes.
However, they house students
and only students in the area
Therefore, we feel that the zoning ordinance should be adjusted
to allow more than three people
to live together.
It is unreasonable to expect
three college students to be able

to afford rent in houses Many
of the rental homes in Bowling
Green also have more than three
bedrooms.
landlords can't expect only
three college students to pay for
a property where much of the
house goes unused.
It is clearly evident that if the
R-l and R-2 zoning laws are not
updated for a 21st century college town, both the University
and the city of Bowling Green
will see a negative impact in the
coming years.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Moore's activism
Cartoon about member
of community offensive
Iain addressing this to who I believe to be the
author of the comic, "The Freshman." In particular, I am writing to address the comic published
on the Opinion page in the Wednesday edition
of the BG News It was the one titled, "I fumble
Beginnings of the Boombox Guy."
This comic was completely offensive. The

member of the BG community that this illustration mocked is mentally challenged. Mocking the
socially "different" behavior of another person,
especially when that person has a less than average
ability to discern social norms, is utterly tasteless.
Mocking someone simply for being different is
something one expects to find in the school yard,
not in a collegiate publication. I strongly feel an
apology is in order.

STUDENT

"With any luck, the
disaster known as
country music will be
forever wiped off the
face of the earth."

The Pied Piper
Depression, drug use,
chronic illness and
country music. What
do all of these have in common? Increased suicide rates.
That is right, country music
leads to suicide. To quote
from the recent article tided
"The Effect of Country Music
on Suicide," "The results of a
multiple regression analysis
of 49 metropolitan areas show
that the greater the airtime
devoted to country music,
the greater the white suicide
rate." This unbelievable finding comes from the work of
two great men, Steven Stack of
Wayne State University and lim
Gundlach of Auburn University.
This reporter has always been
weary about the dangers posed
by country music, and now my
worst fears have been realized.
Fortunately for the University,
certain contingency plans have
been put into place for just
this occasion. With any luck,
die disaster known as country
music will be forever wiped off
the face of the earth. Some students might be upset that their
favorite kind of music will soon
be imprisoned in Guantanamo
Bay for an indefinite amount of
time, but there is just cause for
such actions.
This announcement also
proves my theory that Faith I fill
and Tim McGraw are terrorists.
No one else besides God-less
America hating "turrists" would
knowingly plant the seed of
suicide in America's youth. With
that said, the American Music
Awards will also be forced to
close, considering 98 percent
of their awards are for country
music artists and bands. I just
wish there was some way to link
Celine Dion to this conspiracy.

She has been a thorn in my
sides for far too long.
It is common knowledge
that Democratic candidate
John Kerry has a whole slew of
useless pop stars backing him.
The list includes R.E.M., The
Dave Matthews Band, Pearl lam
and Bruce Springsteen. None
are impressive and none are
particularly appealing to the
coveted 18-26 demographic
that both parties are so eager to
snatch up.
However, it is also public
knowledge that Mr. Bush's
musical backing comes mostly
from... country music! Does
this make President Bush a supporter of "turrism"? Not hardly.
In recent rare interviews
Bush has explained that CIA
Director George Tenet was
responsible for die music
selection at the Republican
National Convention. And since
Tenet was removed from office
months before the convention
even started, it is clear that
Bush has gotten to the root of
this problem. In fact, this can be
seen as one of his most
patriotic acts ever.
It is actually a well kept secret
that most Republicans do not
even like country music. In
fact, in Secretary of State Colin
Powell's most recent press
conference he confirmed that
a major reason that Iraq was
invaded, was due to the fact
the Saddam Hussein was a
major proponent of country
music. There are even reports of
Saddam wearing cowboy hats
and riding a pony with pink

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
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What is your opinion
of Michael Moore?

AUTUMN DALTON

The war on country music
GEORGE
VALK0

0NTHE STREET

hearts painted on its side.
So what is the Republicans
choice of music? Blues. Yep.
There is a lot of soul underneath die pale white skin of
every Republican. Only the rich
and white can tnily appreciate
the blues.
In an attempt to dispel the
myth that President Bush
likes country music, or worse
yet that he is a cowboy, the
president has finally allowed
Dick Cheney to release his
first album. Rumor has it that
Cheney had completed the
album three years ago but had
trouble in post production,
and eventually the album was
scrapped.
The album is entided "Bitch
Stole my Heart and the Ability
to Move the Right Half of my
law" and is the first major
release from "The Dick Blues
Explosion."
Tracks include "Scary
Old Man," "Overweight and
Underpaid," a cover of "Mama
Don't let your Babies Grow up
to be Cowboys," and the classic
"I'm the only one allowed to
talk about my gay daughter. If
John Kerry mentions I have a
gay daughter, legally that's slander. That little F*%&$# is really
looking to get a beat down."
Students can reserve their
own copy online, however it is
necessary to fill out a form of
allegiance to "The Dick Blues
Explosion." My connections
inside the White House were
able to get me an advanced
copy of the album, and I must
say, it will blow your mind. This
reporter never thought Cheney
had that kind of range or that
Condoleezza Rice was so skilled
with her hands. Her bass playing is phenomenal. I i >ok for
iheir first single "Blind to the
Truth" featuring Ray Charles, to
be released early next week.

SARAH MATHEWS
FRESHMAN. AMPD
"He's wonderful. I like
his ideas."

LINDSEY DENHAM
FRESHMAN,
MUSICAL THEATRE

"He's well-educated.
The way he portrays
things is very
intelligent."

KEVIN BOYLE
FRESHMAN,
PRE-PHARMACY

"He makes good
points, but he leaves
things out and sort of
misleads people."

A

MIKE R0BLES
JUNIOR, UNDECIDED
"Isn't he Republican?"

You can reach George at
Mlkog@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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hurts Democrats

It's that time of year again,
when die air gets a nippy
chill, blood-sucking monsters mingle among us, skeletons
jump out of closets and TV is
abound with scary movies,
specials and stories.
I'm not talking about
I lalloween — I'm talking about
the upcoming election.
And what better scare tactic
than Michael Moore's movie
"Fahrenheit 9/11?" It possesses
all the great elements of a good
horror movie. Evil demons.
Unexpected twists A mad dash
of finger-pointing and speculating as to who the real villain is.
And — like most horror movie, in theaters— it left me wishing I hadn't wasted eight bucks.
I'm a liberal, and 1 make
no secret of it. And yet I am
ashamed to claim Michael
Moore as a fellow liberal. I
shouldn't have to tell what this
movie is about, but Moore
makes his political alliance to
the Democratic Party about as
surprising as his eventual triple
bypass.
And the bottom line is,
Michael Moore is political suicide to the Democratic Party. He
is the absolute personification
of the term "political risk." We're
talking about a sloppy guy reminiscent of Homer Simpson, who
bumbles around in an ice-cream
truck reading pages of the Patriot
Act over a loudspeaker while
driving around Washington, DC.
If this is your idea of tactful
and responsible political dissent,
you may want to rethink why
you are anending an institute of
higher education.
hi an election where the
swing voters will decide this
neck-and-neck presidential race,
an embarrassing (albeit funny)
movie linked to liberal ideals
— and Michael Moore himself
— is nothing but deacl_political
weight for the Democratic Parry.
While accomplishing the goal
of making many left-wingers
dive further into the deep end of
the left-wing spectrum, Moore
is also concurrently driving
away swing voters over into the
Republican end.
However, what is perhaps
even more unfortunate and
alarming is that we live in a
country where a movie filled
with exaggerated facts and conspiracy theory is the primary
source of political awareness
for many. Many people are basing their decision more on this
movie than they are on the presidential debates.
This is an alarming red flag.
As American citizens endowed

m

CHELSEA
SNYDER
Snyde Remarks

with the privilege of voting it is
our obligation — nay, our moral
duty — to be well-informed
when we enter die voting booths
on Nov. 2. Picking up your ballot
with "Fahrenheit 9/11" as the
deciding factor for your vote is
not only stupid, it's irresponsible.
Ignoring the fact that
"Fahrenheit 9/11" is full of over
exaggerations and cinematic
tricks of the trade, the fact
remains that Moore's movie is
just that: a movie made for die
masses for entertainment. To
be a responsible enfranchised
citizen, read up on where the
candidates stand on issues that
are important to you. Listen to
opposing forces. Read Michael
Moore's "Dude, Where's My
Country?" and listen to Rush
Limbaugh's radio program
and offer at least a moment of
consideration to every other
political analyst in between the
spectrum.
It's smart. It's responsible. It's
what Americans have the opportunity — and die privilege — to
da
What is not responsible is
having Michael Moore on "Real
Tune with Bill Maher" and zoning out on your couch while the
two chat it out like old chums
and stroke each other's — how
do I say this without gening
crude? —ega
Being an informed citizen,
regardless of what party you
claim yourself to be or who you
are voting for, is about political
dissonance — hearing things
from the other side of the fence.
You don't have to agree, but
you should give it some consideration. But you definitely
shouldn't count on hearing any
form of that in "Fahrenheit 9/11,"
or anything to ever come out of
Michael Moore's mouth or production studio.
Politics shouldn't play out like
a movie, nor should we base
our decisions on one. This is our
chance — and for many of us,
our first chance — to have a true
impact on the leadership of this
country, and with great power
comes great responsibility.
It is our responsibility to be
informed, to be educated and
to know the difference between
fact and propaganda.
You can e-mail Chelsea <U
chelsls@bgnet.iigsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Goals, motives behind Project Sleep noble
KENNY
0GUEJI0F0R
Guest Columnist
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
This is in response lo Lindsay C-aub's
column on Phi Beta Sigma's involvement in Project Sleep.
Thanksgiving and Christmas are just
around the comer. Most of us will go to our
place of dwelling and celebrate with our
families and friends.
Conversely, we have to remember tliat
not all of us are blessed with the same
opportunity. Not all of us will eat that roast
turkey on thanksgiving or get that nice gift
for Christmas.
The elite gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Inc. apprehend this phenomenon and that is the simple reason behind
Project Sleep.
In addition to this outdoor event (Project
Sleep), it is a project that has gone on for
over 20 years at the University. My fraternity
staffed a table in the Union for a whole
week to collect donations for the homeless.
We went door-to-door in Residence I lalls
for a week.
Appreciatively, the gentle campus com- munity and BG community population
donated $300 and a truck load full of nonperishable food items and clothing towards
this event.
We might not have gotten $3,000 from

this event, but the fact is that we were able
to get something. This is a huge success as
far as we are concerned.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. was founded on the principals of scholarship, brotherhood and service. And our motto is "Culture
for Service and Service for Humanity."
Those words mean a lot to us Those words
are what we live by.
And maybe those words mean something
to you too. Do they?
On a superficial level, your argument
that we did not portray the homeless well
enough by virtually wearing clothing, dressing in nice Timbcrland boots, sleeping in
large group and so forth has merit.
However, the philosophy behind Project
Sleep is to raise awareness of homelessness to the campus community, raise funds,
food and clothing for those less opportune
individuals.
Don't forget that the essential point here
is that we are trying to put smiles on the
faces of people that do not have anything
else in the world to smile about. We are
tying to give hope to those individuals
that don't know if they'll survive tomorrow
because they have no food to eat or water
to drink.
In short, we are just trying to make a difference in someone's life. Is that not a good
cause?
Your argument that we are nicely dressed
to for this event is just preposterous Are
you suggesting that we wear just merely T-

Draft will not occur
under Republicans

shirts to protect our bodies from 40 degree
weather night? Or are you suggesting that
we soil our clothes to look homeless? That
you spent your fall break in South Bronx,
New York focusing on poverty and homelessness argument means what?
I have a question for you. What difference did you make in those homeless
people's lives? Have you heard of South Side
Chicago? Or let's just make the distance an
hour away... Detroit city!
There's an old saying that goes like this: "If
you ain't got anything good to say, just don't
say it." The last thing we need is negativity.
Every member of Phi Beta Sigma is committed to our principal and our motto.
The donations and hot chocolate by our
lovely hot sisters of Zcta Phi Beta sorority
and other Greeks and non-Greek organizations are an emblematic representation of
the spirit of giving that we hope surrounds
the entire Project Sleep. I lopefully you'll get
that.
Challenging times is what we are faced
with in our country today. And the only
way we can win is to bond together. Bond
together and support each other. That's how
we'll win. We expect you to show support
and not to dishearten. What was the goal of
your column in the BG News? To discourage more fraternal or sorority organizations
from doing such a service that promotes
awareness and support for the good cause
of human nature?
Phi Beta Sigma hopes not.

JIM
WASIL
Guest Columnist
As Nov. 2 nears, it is no
Surprise to see many
Democrats using scare
tactics to try and persuade voters away from President Bush.
One mainstream argument
used by many liberals is that
President Bush wants to reinstate the military draft. This is
one of the most perpetuated
lies I have seen on college
campuses. Even though the bill
introducing the draft was overwhelmingly shot down (not
one Republican voting for it),
many students are still scared
of the possibility.
liberal activist groups and
even Senator Kerry are constandy trying to brainwash
young voters that a vote for
Bush equals a vote for a war
draft. It is incredibly infuriating
for those that hold the truth on
the issue.
Senator Kerry is quoted as
saving "There is a great potential of a draft" if President Bush
is re-elected. Wait a minute.
Was it not Kerry who also said
he wants another 40,000 troops
in Iraq? Where are these troops
going to come from Senator?
Certainly Senator Kerry will not
be able to convince soldiers to
enlist by talking to them, especially since he has constantly
referred to Iraq as a quagmire!
Somebody riddle me this:
If it is President Bush that
wants to reinstate the draft
why was House Bill 163,
the bill proposing the draft,
introduced in Congress by
6 Democrats?! hat's right;
Representatives Charles
Rangel (D-New York), Km
McDermott ID-Washington),
lohn Conyers (D-Michigan),
John l.ewis (D-Ocorgia), Pete
Stark (D-Califomia) and Neil
Abercrombie [D-Hawaii
are responsible for this bill.
Maybe you should read that
one more time. After some
research, it is easy to see what
these 6 Congressmen think of
President Bush.
Representative Rangel has
fought to By and convince
Congress to impeach Donald
Rumsfeld Representative
McDermott has been known to
be an anti-war activist. I le also
claims that Saddam I lussein

'Team America' hilarious, unrefined
Trey Parker and Matt Stone
have again come up with
ii brilliant and hilarious
means for relaying their postphallic humor, but their latest
effort walks a fine line between
cuMily-distributcd satire and
civic irresponsibility.
The creators of "South Park"
and "That's My Bush" present
to us their second high-budget
comedy for the big screen that
basks in its own absurdity by
taking marionettes to places
they've never gone before.
" ream America: World Policewill upset certain pacifists and
war hawks alike while pleasing
those who seek relief from the
overloaded importance that is
placed upon popular figures
and highly publicized
organizations.
Parker and Stone build
from die old television series
' Huinderbirds," which pitted
smooth-operating marionettes
against international villains
I won't reveal much detail
about leant America's particulars, because 1 believe the
shock value derived from the
tii si encounter with the film will
prove to lie its biggest asset and
most enjoyable element for the
audience.
"Team America" is a special
forces unit composed of exaggerated, overzealous crimelighting personalities that use
more force than necessary to
extinguish terrorist threats.
Muslim extremists are found
lo be in cahoots with North
Korean dictator Kim long II and
e\ entually liberal Hollywood
I HI i in ies an added enemy of
Team America Alec Baldwin
and Michael Moore get the
most bmtal treatment of any
real life personalities contained
within movie.
Within the loose, insignificant

JED
HERRINGTON
#

Incoherent Routings

plot is good satire that pokes
fun at action movies and the
cheesy characters that inhabit
them. The machismo attitudes,
female stereotypes and cocky
one-liners fill this chaotic
puppet show.
Parker and Stone have also
produced their own twisted
soundtrack, which is perfect for
the moments with which the
songs coexist.
Throughout the movie, grossout humor and smart-ass name
calling either hit-or-miss. with
a somewhat even distribution between jokes that work
and jokes that seem forced. At
many points, the sloppy plot
and obvious reliance on bratty
behavior by die producers
seems annoying and can work
the nerves in an undesirable
fashion. During some parts of
the film, Parker and Stone abandon all inhibition and delve into
unbearably ignorant and even
racist portrayals of characters.
especially when mocking how
Arabs supposedly talk.
The movie's frequent stints
of played-out vulgarity get balanced out and often surpassed
by its conceptual explorations
of situational possibilities for
the marionettes. The unachievable task of making puppets
walk normally is exploited
and the result is hilarious A
sex scene between puppets is
drawn out and explored "from
every angle," generating laughter that stems from its originality and oddity. Other new experiences for marionettes present
themselves and leave the audi-

"I would have liked to see more time put
into the movie and a little more considerate
and methodical thought inserted into this
chaotic debacle of puppet life."
ence in awe of the producers'
cracked-out creativity.
One problem is that the
movie tries to be an all-out
attack on both sides of the
political spectrum, but its aim
leans heavily to one side.
The current political climate
in the United States is extremely
tense for some and entertaining to others. The movie does
provide needed trivialization of
these phenomena, but strongly
attacks particular advocates
of peace while vaguely defining the targets to which Team
America's arrogance and overthe-top, sloppy aggressiveness
should be accredited.
The producers poke fun at
the misguided patriotism thriving in our country, but fail to
directly personify its source.
They did, however, use exact
names and resemblances of
public figures from the left, with
Michael Moore as the prime
scapegoat.
Whether it was intended or
not, the harsh roasting applied
to Moore comes at a time when
his character is already under
fierce scnitiny by conservatives
and La-la-Iand Americans who
wish to divert attention from
the sad trutiis and certifiable
facts contained in his films
"Fahrenheit 9/11" and "Bowling
for Columbine." While Moore's
motivations and style are questionable, the fear inducing tactics and inter-corporate dynamics of the Bush Administration
are a reality that cries for credible exposure from any source.
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Moore is President Bush's biggest adversary, not lohn Kerry,
and to slam Moore while not
even touching his up-for-reelection opponent is an obvious
indicator of failure in dieir conscious endeavor to come across
as apathetic nihilists.
Overall, I laughed my butt off
and felt that die film did its job
of entertaining me. I enjoyed it
a lot, even though I did catch
myself trying to find a hidden
meaning in all the chaos, which
is attributed to Parker and
Slime's own political views that
seem to have leaked through
even with their supposed
attempts at an "ev erybody
sucks" state.
I would have liked to see
more time put into it and a little
more considerate and methodical thought inserted into this
chaotic debacle of puppet life.
The great, overall theme that
can be drawn from die riotous
film is. as people to try to decipher it and get wildly offended
by its antics, the producers and
others involved with film can
easily respond with a simple
declaration:
"Come on, You're getting all
upset over puppets."

was never truly captured, that
the entire capture was fake.
Representative Conyers has
discussed Impeachmeni of
President Bush on numerous accounts. Representative
lewis ct ml iniiously states that
he does not mist or believe
President Bush
Representative stark called
America "terrorists" once we
started to bomb Baghdad.
Hi ipresentaove Ahercrombie.
has described the president
as a fascist. Finally, SenatOI
I lollings continuously spews
hate talk on the presidents'
military policies.
Another pan to this myth
is that President Bush beefed
up funding for the Selective
Service in the past year. The
lac I is that President Bush has
asked for less than a one percent increase in the Selective
Service budget I he increase iii
spending is to meet mandated
requirements thai have been
in place since 1998 to upgrade
nioliili/iiiiiminliasiiiiciiiu'.
The draft is nothing new. For
the past 30 years, men have
bad to register for the Selective
Service upon turning 1H. Draft
Boards have always been in
place whether ii is a Democrat
or a Republican in office.
(I inlrary lo popular belief, the
president did not introduce die
bill to it-instate the ilralt! It is a
simple lesson of government
that the president doesnol
introduce a bill, Congressmen
and Congresswomen
introduce bills!
Don't want a draft? Vote
Republican. Hep. Ron Paul (R1 \. was responsible for introducing the bill H.R487, which
is mean) to repeal the Military
Selective Service Act, permanently ending the draft.
In conclusion, there is absolutely no proof; none at all.
that the president has made
reinstating the draft one of the
goals for his second term In
office, l le has stated repeatedly
that a draft is not necessary for
the war on terrorism. (lo ahead
and look. Search high and low.
you will find nothing tying
President Bush to die military
draft Instead you will find ti
Democrats introducing a bill,
and thousands more blaming
it on Bush.
This is just another page out
of the Democrats "blame Bush
first" playbook.

E-nuiilled with comments at
jalierri@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Did he
always
knotc
we'd
fall in

love?

MAKE-A-WISH
FOUNDATION® OF
NORTHWEST OHIO
Presented bv:

L AW/DAIMI.KR CHRYSLER
Alta Howard & Matt Kadcrly
Emily Daoust & Charlie Unchurch t^-*
Laura Ryals & Seth Pugh
Liz Elliott & Andy Licb
Lindsey Szilak & Wayne Newton
Julie Perilman ft Brad Krotzet
Chelsea Kennedy ft Sill Merti
Courtney White ft Ernie Jenkins
Dana Abbott ft Lawrence Behum
Holly Boggess ft Matt Milosevic
Oeanne Orianlft Matthew Sietschul
Alyssa Peck & Ed Quinn
Amy Volz ft Zack DobbeJaere
/
Emily Seiner ft Neil Diamond
Amanda Helppie ft Charles Screaming Eagle
Emily Garrett ft David CopperMd
Casey Gregory ft Brett Linkennoker
Renee Rambeau & Mike Juaen
Steph Bates & Sigfried
Haley Rinas & Roy
Lauren Weinzierl & BrirtartlSl*'
Jessi Trigg & Adam SatterfH||i
Jamie Hodge & Mark Emer
Fay Coleman & Mike Kirk
Megan Sebo & Kenny Miller
Jess Barton &BJ. Reed
Devon Bitter & Tom Robertson
Andrea Boerger & Evan Pressler
Krista Cardinal & Donnie Driggers
Tabitha Cummins & Adam Ulch
Katy Ferrell & Evan Hachey

k,

Kristen Marcinkowski & Nicolas Cage
KaceyVetter& Troy Alt
KimWilburn8.Pin
Sam Michaels Teller
Jess Hetrnke 8 Alan Flankjan
Alicia Fether&AI Allied
Morgan Bayer & Tom Jonet
Sara Zimmerman & Ross Helmick
Kristan Willison & Jeremy Kirkbride
Erin Oppenheim & Christopher William Boarts
Brooke Blessing & Brad Pitt
Ashley Fealy & Pierce Brosnan
Mary Fetheroll & Elvis
Budget McGuire & Keanu Reeves
Gin* Meefll ft Aaron Friszman
ionl Donato ft Ryan C
Jade Cruz ft Jonathon Jakubowski
Lindsay Saunders&Torn Cruise
CarisJa Jeffrey & George Clooney
Steph Spears & TJ. Gross
Missy Lestock & Ashton Kutcher
Liz Vondrak & Garrett Coats
Lauren Martin & Keving Rawlik
Allison Postl & Heath Leqger
Julia Russell & Eric JepsCn
Catherine Hausef fttraig Link
Heather Umsteid& Matthew McConoughey
Mary Mahau & Matt Damon
eHabelS. Ben Affleck
Kelsey Futker* Brad Wagner
Kristen Grodek & Kevin Stachowski

xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn

Oct. 22 - Oct. 24, 2004
SeaGate Centre,
401 Jefferson Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio

WITH LOVE COMES QUESTIONS.
THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULDN'T BE
ONE OF THEM.

Fn.Oct 22- (r.Wp.m.
Sat. Oct. 23-900 a.m.
Sat. Oct. 23 - 2:00 p.m.
Sat. Oct. 23-7:00 p.m.

THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHI IULDO ME WITH ANSVi 1 RS,
NOT QUESTIONS. LIKE YES ITS BEAI ITI'l I \\l> YES IT'S
PERFECT. AND YES IT'S APPRAISED. CERTIFIED, AND
I.ASF.R INSCRIBED. YES. ITS INSURED YES 11 INCI I TIES

Semi-Final Round;
Sun. Oct. 24 - 9:00 a.m.

Fin.l Round;
Sun. Oct. 24 - 2:00 p.m.

A LIFETIME UPQRAI * KND FINALLY, YES, ITS A
KRAIKO- THE ONLY DIAMOND THAT CAN SAY
YES TO ALL THE ABOVE

Cast
SlOOPerSossi.m
(Multiple Sttskmt Permitted)
$50 Rebuy or
Add-On Available
EriKS;
1st Place-$10,000
Total • $20,000

R. Howards Fine Jewelers

laibttaJjBBi

Player* can ngMar wHfaJhe s,.aC,ate
I entri- llox Othiv b\ Mi'phono
(419-321-VIC7) or in person at the adJii" listed above, or online al www.
northwtMnhio.wish orj; All ruk". ivill
be posted on the website. Must be 21 to
enter jnd IDs will be checked

I

139 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Next to Panera Bread

419-354-3554

BG SPORTS

COLLEGE FOOTBALL: OUR PREDICTIONS ARE IN AGAIN. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
Men's Soccer shoots
for first win today

FRIDAY

I lie HdSU Men's soccer team
travels to the city of Kalamazoo
toda) in bee off with the
Western Michigan Broncos at

October 22,
2004

I IK) [111).

••••

The men's soccer team is
currently 0-15 this season, and
With three names left they are
still searching for their first win
Of the year.

Red Sox
victory
shared
by all

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Showdown in Athens

WILL
CURITORE

<&

Ike Italian Stallion

"WE WIN!" If youYe a fen of the
television show, "Cheers", then
you remember, during the open
Ing theme song, when one of the
bar patrons holds up a newspaper with the aforementioned
headline in large words.
Coincidence? Well, take into
effect thai not only the show took
place in Boston, but that there is
actually a bar named "t 'heeis" in

that dry
Last night, as I'm sure the
entire Civilized world is aware.
the impossible happened. That's
right, the Boston Red Sox not
only advanced to their fifth World
Series since the last time they
won the world championship all
the way back in 1918, when most
of our grandparents hadn't even
been conceived, but they also
made history by becoming the
first baseball team to both force
a (lame 7, and win it, after being
down three games to none, only
three outs away from golf season.
'file mood In Boston was the
exact opposite of the one after
last year's American League
Championship Series when
the Yanks won Game 7 in extra
innings on a first pitch by Aaron
"#<»%$<"'' Boone. Well, Boone is
no longer in New York, and neither is the World Series, at least
not this October.
()n I ox's coverage of the ALGS,
Wednesday night, they showed
two postgame scenes. One was
the obvious locker room celebration of the Sox, and the other was
one at a bar in Boston where the
crowd was large and ecstatic, as
opposed to last year, when we got
a look at that very same bar, and
the mood was quiet and depressing (The way Hike it!).
It you read that last sentence,
then you have probably figured
out that 1 have been a diehard
fan of the so-called "Evil Empire"
since I was a young child growing up on the north shore of
Staten Island, New York, part of
the greatest city in the world. My
entire family and most of my
friends there were Yankee fans. 1
was born into it. It's in my blood.
It was never a conscious choice.
It was, however a conscious
choice to remain one, one 1 will
never regret.
I watched the postgame celebration after Game 7.1 can't really
say why I did. Maybe, despite
being depressed right after the
game, I was still in a state of shock,
awe and wonder about what had
just occurred. The one thing that
struck me, just for a brief second,
was watching the Red Sox throw
on their caps and shins that read,
"Boston Red Sox, 2004 American
I eague Champions."
I did manage to gel over that
quickly enough, though. I talked
to my two younger brothers, both
my parents, one aunt, her 18-year
old son and mygrandparents...all
after midnight. We all had quite
a bit of trouble coping with the
night's events. Some more titan
others as my youngest brother
wouldn't leave his room, and my
dad saying, "I don't want to talk
about it!" after calling me to do
just that.
Alter all of the madness, which
included a group of obviously
drunk individuals having a celebration outside my room as if
they were the Red Sox themselves (They may have actually
had champagne!!, I went to bed,
not knowing what the next day
BOSTON, PAGE 2

The Falcons will rely on die
ever-growing talent of lacobs.
As the Falcon football team His numbers to this point in
has run over their opponents the season do not lie: second
the last three weeks with in the nation in total offense
what seems like ease, they (334.4 yards), second in points
lace a conference opponent responsible for (21.01 and sixth
Saturday that has been a in passing efficiency (166.91,
As the season progresses,
pushover for many seasons.
Traveling to Athens, Ohio lacobs is becoming more
to race Ohio University would consistent in the passing
normally be an easy day of game and connecting with
work for the BO offense which his highly-touted receiving
is averaging 462.2 yards per core, lie has spread the ball
game. However, the Bobcat around well and has condefense has done a tremen- nected with four receivers for
dous job all season of keeping over 20 catches a piece on
the year. Cole Magner leads
OU in games.
The Bobcats bring the the team In receptions with 37,
number one ranked total Steve Sanders leads in receivdefense in the Mid-American ing yards with 423 and is tied
Conference, allowing 301.6 with Charles Sharon for most
yards per game, while forc- receiving touchdowns at five.
With so many players coning a whopping _'i turnovers,
which also leads the MAC.
tributing, the Falcons are hop"We don't even think about ing to confuse the OU defense
(OU's defense forcing turn- and prove they haw too many
overs)," said BO quarterback weapons to covet
"We can (put up big numOIIKII boobs. "II we |usl go
out there and don't turn the liersl against anybody if we
ball over and play a great go out and execute every play."
game, we should come out lacobs said.
With creating so many
victorious."
"(OU) leads the MAC turnovers and shutting down
defensively! in many catego- opposing offenses on a conries," BG head coach Gregg sistent basis, the Bobcat
Brandon said. " I hey tackle defense has received major
well, nave an experienced sec- contributions from their
ondary and their front seven
lines up in odd schemes to
BOBCATS, PAGE 2
confuse you."
By Adam Hritzak

USSISTANT SPORIS EDITOR

Son Stranger BGNews

MAD DASH: BG wideout Charles Sharon heads towards the endzone after
a reception in Saturday's homecoming game against Ball State.

Volleyball
continues
to learn as
they go
By Jason A. Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

There are those games that
should be won and then there
are those that should be chalked
up as a lesson learned.
The Bowling Green State
volleyball team experienced
both ends of the spectrum last
week, defeating a feisty Central
Michigan squad Thursday in
three matches only to get swept
by defending Mid-American
Conference Champion Ohio
three days later.
"1 know that on some days
teams aren't playing up to their
potential, but we never took
(>ntral Michigan lightly ... I've
seen them on tape enough to
know that they fight hard," she
said referring to the first meeting between CMU. "Our team
diii expect to win die game and
the thing we had going is we
have won more this year, so we
may had more confidence than
Central Michigan.
"We talked a lot on Tuesday
about the difference between
I Hlioand us and I felt really good
about the team's response to
some of my questions," Van De
VOLLEYBALL PAGE 2

Falcons face off
against Dutchmen
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

One of the most anticipated
hockey seasons in Btl's recent
past is about to start tonight.
Finally after three weeks of
practice the falcons arc ready
to head to Schenectady, \.V to
take on the Union Dutchmen in
a two-game weekend series to
stan the regular season.
"We're really excited to get
going," head coach Scott
Paluch said, "\\c\e spent three
weeks now preparing for this
weekend and after seeing
some good things last
Friday
night,
I
think
were ready to head out
to Schenectady and play a
good Union team It's a team
that came in here (last season)
and took three out of four points
from us and they goi everyone
back from that team. They're
well coached, they're disciplined,
they got great goaltending and

it's going to be a good test for us
lo open up the year.
rhe Dutchmen are coming off
,i pair of 4-2 losses at Colorado
(jillege to open their season.
However, they saw big
play from their goaltender
Kris Mayotte. lie recorded 33
saves on Friday and had 39
on Saturday for a total of 72 on
the weekend.
"He (Mayotte) was tremendous here the weekend against
us.' Much said. "A big part ol
the weekend for us will be solving him...getting traffic, getting
rebounds and figuring him out
on the weekend.
Up front, the Dutchmen arc1
lead by forwards: Jonathan
Poirier, josh Coyle, Jason Visser,
Scotl Seney and Jordan Webb.
Poirier, Coyle and Webb
all had a goal a piece this
past weekend.
On defense, they are lead by:
t llivier Bouchard,MattVagvolgyi

B(Nm File Photo

SMOOTH STROKE: Jon Sitko, 24, follows through on a pass up the ice last season during one of the
Falcon's hockey games at the Ice Arena.

and Scon Wheeler.
Bouchard leads the team in
points with three after recording
a goal and two assists at CC on
the weekend.
"They got a good combination
of guys that can move with skill
and guys that are big with skill,"

Paluch said. "They didn't get
any points out the weekend at
Colorado (College, which is probably as tough a venue as there is
to play. They played extremely
well and diey had opportunities both games. They're a good
hockey team."

The Falcons are 25th in the
latest USCHO.com poll and
come into the weekend after
a 3-2 overtime exhibition win
against Windsor.
HOCKEY, PAGE 2

Soccer prepares for two foes
By Danielle Tanner

Richards said.
Northern Illinois will not hand over a win withAfter splitting a pair of conference matches last out a fight. The Huskies are 6-4-5 overall and 3-1 -5
weekend, the BG women's soccer team looks to in the conference. The Huskies, who are coming
win two more on their home field this weekend. off of a victory over MAC opponent Akron last
The squad sits at tenth place in the Mid-American weekend, have not lost a conference match in
Conference and will face seventh place Northern dieir last four games.
Illinois on Friday and fifth place Western Michigan
Western Michigan will also provide the Falcons
on Sunday.
with quality conference competition. The Broncos
With the post-season conference tournament are 10-4-2 overall and 5-3-2 in the MAC after
only a few weeks away, a pair of wins is vital victories over Akron and Youngstown State last
to the Falcon squad. Despite a rough start, weekend.
the team came back from winning just one
1 he Falcons have been improving steadily over
match during the first half of the season to the second half of the season, but neither the
win four of their last six matches. Keeping players nor the coaching staff will settle for mere
that momentum going will be critical this improvement.
weekend.
"We recognize that the job is not complete yet.
"We have put ourselves in a position where we We will not be satisfied until we get into the postreally need to win every remaining MAC match," season tournament," Richards said. "Our destiny
head coach Andy Richards said. "At this point, we is in our own hands. We can control whether we
have three remaining conference games. If we go post-season or not."
win all three, we will definitely be in the Ipost-seaThe Falcons will kickoff against NIU at 4 p.m.
son| tournament."
this afternoon at Cochrane Field. Sunday's match
If the squad loses any of their remaining games, against Western Michigan, also at home, will
they will be forced to rely on other teams to lose, begin at 1 p.m.
SPORTS REPORTER

Bon Sarangor BG News

KICKIN' IT: Lindsay Carter winds back a powerful right leg before
firing the ball uplield in one of the teams earlier games this year.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BSNEVI(S.COiWSPORTS
"

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Falcons look for
second win vs. CMU
V0LLEYBAO, FROM PAGE 1

Walle said. "It was a wake up
call for us ... We had thought
we were playing really well, but
then Ohio came in and showed
us what really well was."
Now that everything is in
perspective, the Falcons (128, 5-3) head into tonight's 7
p.m. rematch with the CMU
Chippewas having believed
they are established contenders and carrying the burden of
one expectation.
Beating Central Michigan
one more time this season.
"Right now, we would make
the statement that we know
we can beat them, because
we did," Van De Walle said.
"Only after you've beaten them
are you allowed to say that,
but I also know that the
teams in this conference are
playing well, usually on their
home floor."
The Chippewas are coming
off a 3-0 sweep over Buffalo
last week, which ended a threegame losing streak.
CMU is led by Emily
Lovejoy's 4.34 kills per game,
followed by Meghan Moore's
2.99. Courtney Kersten leads
the team with 562 assists.
After tonight's game
the Falcons will travel to
face Western
Michigan
on Saturday.
BG's Amber Mareski, who
is third in the MAC averaging
12.51 assists per game, said
the team is ready to bounce
back after an "eye-opening"
experience against Ohio.
"We've definitely picked up
the intensity so we can play
with these higher level teams,"
she said. "I feel like it's a must
win for us and it's one that we
will win, but we have to play
well and we have to play our
game against both teams."
The Falcons sit in third

leers begin
season in
New York
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 1

It was a game that saw
the Falcons out-shoot the
lancers 46-13.
Freshman forward Derek
VVhitmore got the game-winner just 2:53 into the extra
session. It was Whitmore's
second overtime-winner
in a row, as he scored the
game-winner in the Falcon
Face-off to start the preseason schedule.
Six underclassmen contributed in the win. Sophomores
leremy
Bronson,
Rich
Meloche and lonathan Sigalet
all recorded assists. Then
breshman Ben Geelan and
Michael Hodgson recorded
assists as well, in addition to
Whitmore getting the overtime goal.
Senior defenseman Taylor
Christie also came up big
in the win. He recorded
a goal and an assist to
give the Falcons a big boost
on defense.
lames Unger was a force
all night on both offense
and defense for the Falcons.
Whether it was creating
havoc in front of the net or
making a big hit on the other
end, Unger made his presence felt.
He and his team are looking forward to the tough
challenge ahead in their
first weekend of the season
and know that they'll have
to continue their strong play.
"It should be fun," Unger said.
"Everybody is pretty excited
to start off the year. They're
a good team other there. We
lost to them last year so we're
trying to get a little revenge.
We have a lot more offensive
skill than we had last year.. .a
lot more, so hopefully that'll
come into play and we'll
score more goals than we
did this past weekend."
Freshman defenseman
Mike Nesdill will sit out the
weekend with a shoulder
injury as his status is yet to
be determined.
TheFalconsandDutchmen
will drop the puck at 7:05
p.m. tonight and tomorrow
for the Achilles Center. Playby-play of the games will be
aired on 88.1 FM with Andy
Evans doing the call.

place in the MAC's West
Division, already equaling last
season's overall win total of 12
and
surpassing
their
four conference wins by
defeating the Chippewas in
the first meeting.
Van De Walle said BG's
climb back into the conference's elite has mirrored
the steady maturation of
their freshmen and the contribution of the returning
letterwinners.
"I'm really encouraged
and happy to see the growth,
because we do have a young
team with six freshmen," she
said. "Half of our team is
new, but I like the attitude we
bring to the floor, I like their
... intensity and they're really
making great strides as we
try to become one of the best
team's in the MAC again.
BG will return home following the weekend the games to
close out the regular season
with four out of their last six at
Anderson Arena before hosting the MAC Tournament,
which begins Nov. 16.
"We're thankful that that's
it's fallen like that, because
in year's past we were on the
road the last five of six," she
said. "So to have four out of
your last six at home is wonderful. First of all, we loving
playing here in Anderson
Arena and we think this is a
great gym to play in.
"It's really intimidating
when we get our crowd into
it ... Western and Eastern
is going to be tough for us,
because they're two very
good teams in our division,"
Van De Walle said. "Then,
Buffalo and Marshall, so
there's not an easy match on
the schedule, but I'm very
happy two have four of the
last six at home once we get
past this weekend."

BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
This weekwe have a slew ri powerhouses playing. Notre
Dame and Boston... no, wait the/re txth playing average this
season. But of course we do have Ohio State... well, wait
we shouldn't even go there. At least we've got Mehigan and
Purdue going head to head in Big 10 action. Meanwhile, our
Falcons will try to make a leap towards winning the MAC Vfest
when they tate on Oho in Athens.

Bowling Green at
Ohio Score
BOWLING GREEN 13 FAVORITE

Rant
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MIKE METZGER
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38-10 BG

34-6 BG

45-10 BG

38-17 BG

Ohio slows down the
BG offense... well,
at least as well as
anyone can.

BG's offense is in
full gear and the
Bobcats won't be
able to stop them,

Ohio's defense will
slow BG down for
awhile but not long
enough.

The clock strikes midnight for the Bobcats
against Jacobs and the
Falcon 0.

17-3 Indiana

14-10 OSU

2-2 Tie

20-7IU

OHIO STATE 13 FAVORITE

Indiana is horrible.
This lets everyone
know how I feel
about OSU right now.

Bucks have looked
bad, real bad,
but come on it's
Indiana.

OSU will probably
win for once, but
I just cannot give
them the nod.

BenJarvis Green-Ellis
will
BeBeaten By-Thirteen

Boston College at
Notre Dame score
Rant
NOTRE DAME ? FAVORITE

24-9 Notre Oame

28-13 Notre Dame

31-10 Notre Dame

28-17 Notre Dame

The Irish offense
is starting to move
the ball and that's
all they need.

If they can beat
Michigan, they can
beat anyone.

The annual "Potato
Famine War" goes to
God's football team.
ND wins.

21-14 Michigan

31-27 Michigan

42-27 Michigan

31-24 Purdue

Mr. Orton, say hello
my good friend Mr.
three-interception
game.

Biggest game of
Big Ten season
goes to Blue, who
end Orton hype.

It is time for everyone to realize what
I have been saying
all along. Go Blue!

It was tails, that's all I
can say.

No. 11 Michigan at
No. 12 Purdue score
PURDUE 4.5 FAVORITE

Rant

Northern Illinois at
Western Michigan score
Rant
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 19.5 FAVORITE

Central Michigan at
Toledo score
TOLEDO 25.5 FAVORITE

Rant

No matter who wins,
lots of dark lager will
be consumed at the
celebration.

21-20 Western

34-14 NIU

24-17 Westerm

24-21 Western

Just like U.S., it is
BG's 'manifest destiny' to take over the
West.

Garrett Wolffe has
blown up this season and will carry
Huskies to win.

One directional
Michigan team
must beat them
this year.

Western, Eastern, it
doesn't matter! NIU
loses and BG takes
over the MAC West.

34-28 Central

48-17 Toledo

38-10 Central

27-21 Central

Jerry Seymour runs
for over 400 yards
against a weak UT
run defense.

Rockets have too
much on offense for
CMU to control.

I am going to go
with Elliot. Toledo
has no defense and
will lose big.

Central wins in the biggest upset that man has

Falcons face
tough test vs.
Ohio Bobcats

Boston fan dies,
police to blame
By Denrse Lavoie
THE »SS0CI«T(0 PRESS

A 21-year-old college student
died Thursday of a head injury
after a clash between police and
a crowd of Red Sox fans celebrating their team's victory over the
New York Yankees in the streets
outside Fenway Park.
Victoria Snelgrove, a journalism major at Emerson College,
was shot in the eye by a projectile fired by an officer on crowdcontrol duty. The nature of the
projectile was not immediately
identified but the weapons are
meant to be non-lethal.
During a news conference
carried live on local television stations, Boston Police
CommissionerKathleenO'Toole
expressed the department's
sympathies to Snelgrove's family and said the agency "accepts
full responsibility for the death
of Victoria Snelgrove."
"The
Boston
Police
Department is devastated by
this tragedy. This terrible event
should never have happened,"
OToole said.
Snelgrove was among 16 people hurt in Boston's Kenmore
Square neighborhood early
Thursday morning, after thousands of fans took to the streets
to celebrate the Red Sox winning the American League
pennant. She died at Brigham
and Women's Hospital later in
the day.
"It appears from evidence we
have reviewed thus far that Tori

was killed when she was hit in
the eye by a projectile fired as
officers tried to control mobs
outside the ballpark," OToole
said. "Designated officers
were equipped with less-lethal
systems that use projectiles
designed to break upon impact,
dousing the target with (pepperlike) spray."
OToole and Mayor Thomas
Menino pledged to fully investigate the incident.
Snelgrove's father, Rick
Snelgrove, expressed outrage
and said his daughter did nothing wrong. Standing outside
the family home in Bridgewater.
he held up a photograph of his
smiling daughter.
"What happened to her should
not happen to any American citizen going to any type of game,
no matter what," he said. "She
loved the Red Sox. She went in
to celebrate with friends. She
was a bystander. She was out
of the way, but she still got shot.
Awful things happen to good
people. My daughter was an
exceptional person."
A police officer was among
the others injured in the melee,
but none of the other injuries
were severe.
City officialsannounced there
would be a heavy police presence in Kenmore Square after
they were caught understaffed
when riots broke out when the
New England Patriots won the
Super Bowl on Feb. 1.
In the Super Bowl after-
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BOLD LEAD IN: Police commissioner Kathleen O'Toole expresses
sympathy for the family of Victoria Snelgrove on Thursday.

math, a 21-year-old man visit- eral small fires were set, fireing his brother at Northeastern works shot into the sky, a trash
University was killed and a can was thrown at a fast-food
Northeastern student was criti- restaurant sign and numerous
cally injured when a vehicle fights broke out. Boston police
plowed into a crowd of revelers. reported eight arrests, mostly
The new Boston Police for disorderly conduct, though
Command Center has been in one arrest was for assault and
use as the Red Sox advanced battery on a police officer.
Snelgrove transferred to
through the playoffs. Inside,
police watch views from 50 Emerson from Fitchburg State
cameras around the city as College a year ago and was a
they coordinate with several junior majoring in broadcast
agencies, including State Police, journalism, said her academic
the Boston Fire Department adviser. Janet Kolodzy.
A memorial sen Ice was being
and even some college police
forces. It was first used dur- planned and grief counselors
ing the Democratic National would be on hand to help stuConvention in luly. The cam- dents deal with Snelgrove's
eras were installed on top of the death, Rosen said.
ballpark and other locations.
Early Thursday morning, sev-

Fans validate entire life through 'Sox
George does, and go beat the
Yanks yourself!" These are the
would bring. As I lied there, 1 same people that think I may
couldn't help thinking how have been agitated at the time,
ridiculous it was that these guys and that whole statement may
felt the need to validate them- not exactly have come from my
selves through a baseball team brain, but the principle stays the
that they don't even route for.
same in either case, but that's
They say it's only because neither here nor there.
they hate the Yankees. In
1 woke up Thursday mornresponse, 1 say, "Get the owner ing at about 10:30. Luckily 1
of you're favorite team to put have no classes that day. so I
some money into the roster like
BOSTON, FROM PAGE 1

could take in what had happened less than 12 hours ago.
I looked around, and I could
see that nothing in the landscape of my coveted bachelor
pad had moved. I looked outside and couldn't see any red
clouds or structural fires that
1 had anticipated if something
like this were to happen during
the hopefully long and fruitful
span of my life.

t

I then came in contact with
the same people that were
outside my room early that
morning In oblivious celebration It was as it nothing had
happened. Of course I heard a
random. "Go, Sox!", every tew
minutes. However, that was
really nothing, because I had
been hearing that my whole
life aitei siaten Island, let alone
during t bis series,

entire defense.
inside linebacker Matt
Muncv leads the team with
53 tackles, while recurding2.5 .
sacks, [WO interceptions and
has recovered two fumbles,
returning one for a touchdown. GomerbackTJ. Wright,
the only underclassmen
starting in the OU secondary, leads the team with three
Interceptions, one returned
for a touchdown, and seven
pass breakups. OU's 11 team
Interceptions is tops in the
conference
The Falcon offense will lie
facing a much tougher test
from the Bobcat defense than
in past years, but with the
momentum they are gaining every game, this is one
challenge they are excited to
take on.
"it provides a little motivation for us to go out and compete with the best passing
defense in the conference,"
Jacobs said." In put up numbers against them ought to
be motivation for US."

TAKE ACTION: Various
Artists produce album
for suicide prevention;
PA6E9
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get a Media, politics intertwine

life

calendar of events

FRIDAY
7 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Spiderman 2
Union Theater
8 p.m.
WBGU "Radio Takeover at the
Union"
Black Swamp Pub

By Sean Corp
PULSE F DITOR

As die seasons rum and the
weather gets colder the political
climate has become more frigid
and people seem to be cooling
to the stale of political discourse.
In tiiis contentious political
season politicians and entertainers are relying on the entertainment media to get their message
across, likewise, entertainers
are using their own media to get
their political \iews to fans.
The marriage of entertainment and politics was made
famous by the historic televised
ebates between Richard Nixon

as a political discussion betw een
and lohn K Kennedy.
two couples over a fancy dinner.
Unfortunately this marriage
"I decided that the safest place
has led to the downfall of present political discourse according we need to have the conversato Dr. Terry Paulson, an occupa- tion was at dinner" he said.
tional speaker lor large corpora- "Besides, I thought if anyone was
too offended the other one might
lions.
get stuck with the check."
Paulson, who has written
While the book does reflect
many books about professional
success, decided to write a book Paulson's conservative values he
hoped it also shows an honest
on politics after seeing the state
and respectful assessment of
of political discussion on cable
the Republican and Democratic
news and other media,
In an effort to have an hon- mind-sets.
In fact, thestaunch Republican
est political discussion Paulson
created his book, "The Dinner said that in the course of writing
the book he was able to betThe Political Conversation Your
Mother Told you Never to I lave," ter understand Democratic

through entertainment, accordposmons.
while the country is being Ingto Paulson.
with partisan documenta
inundated with political polemics from both sides of the spec- ries like "Fahrenheit 9/11," and
trum in all forms oi entertain- its right wing counterparts
ment Paulson believes that the "laliiciili\pe'i II' 'and "Michael
Moore Mates America pre
American people are smart
seining one side ol the Issue
enough to son through the spin
and books such as "Unfit for
"I think most Americans are
smart enough now to realize that Command'' about lohn Kerry
most of those (partisan) efforts, and "Until Commander" about
George W Hush, political diaunless they earn a reputation fbl
balance, its like giving red meat logue is getting more one sided
said Paulson.
to die faithful.''
Recently Ion Stewart, host of
The battle to see through the
spin is becoming more difficult
BOOK, PAGE 9
widi the increasing efforts to
convince people of an ideoli

9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Spiderman 2
Union Theater

10 p.m.
Take Two
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
Bucktown Kickbacks
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Ghetto Billies
Brewster's

SATURDAY
Live Jazz
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
Groove Assassins
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Catwalk Blue
Brewsters
10.30 p.m.
Gellatin Wrestling
hosted by Cara Zavaleta

Junction

SUNDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Spiderman 2
Union Theater

MONDAY
10 p.m.
DJ Kehoe
Nate & Wally's

TUESDAY
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Farenheit 9/11
Union Theater
9 p.m.
Comedy Night:
Brad Tassell
Mike Bobbin
Easy Street Cafe

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
Zack on Acoustic Guitar
Brewster's
10 p.m.
Francisco Rojas
Easy Street Cafe
10 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Nate & Wally's

THURSDAY
/:30 p.m.
Ringu
Gish Film Theater

10 p.m.
DJ Diamond 0 lee
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
DJ Baroque
Brewster's

'Vote or die' urges young people to vote
elections and encourage people to get all their contingence
crowds together," lara said.
to vote.
lara's band, I -i Revancha, has
lara decided to inititiate this
The presidential election this
year brings up many important type of concert because she a particularly interesting perissues, and the younger genera- wanted to do a performance spective on the elections this
tion is constantly being urged with more meaning than just year. La Revancha's lead singer,
Leonardo Ruiz, is not yet an
to vote. Some local bands have getting paid, lara said.
The bands lined up to play American citizen and is unable
decided to encourage young voters in a new way, with a music are Evolotto, La Revancha, Huge to vote. However, Ruiz continues
World Project, The lunk and to follow the presidential elecconcert called "Vote or Die."
Kathleen lara, a performer and Sledge. Their music types range tion and stays informed on all
violinist, has organized a con- from the blues to heavy metal, the issues at stake.
This is also the first election
cert to take place at Howard's on lara picked these/bands with a
year lara has been involved. As a
Sunday. Five bands will perform reason in mind.
"The reason I picked all these 23-year-old, she has been of age
while the first and last preside n
tial debates play on screens in bands is because all of them are to vote in only one other presithe background. In between sets really vocal about their politics, dential election and stated that
will be time for band members especially livolotto. I wanted to she was not politically active
and the audience to discuss the give these bands kind of a forum at that time.
Titlani McKenoe

UHPUS NI AS EDITOR

lara has invited both College yet confirmed [hat they would
Democrats
and
College be attending the event
Republicans to set up informalara hopes that College
tion tables at the event.
Republicans will be there
Katie Hartwcll, President of Sunday.
College Democrats, feels posi"I cam say that there are going
tively about the event.
to he alot of Republicans there,
"it's a good way to really but I really uam them to be repreach out to those who nor- resented," lara said
mally wouldn't be people to
The concert begins at 5 p.m.
go to events that are political and should last until about mid
in nature-so we kind of reach night. There will be a $5 cover
that untapped audience," charge.
Hartwell said.
"I really hopethat people come
College Democrats plan out toil and read as much as ihe\
to have a table set up with can and ask questions." lara said,
local and national election "Thais the problem; not enough
information.
people have an Informed source
College Republicans have not to go ask questions."

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WVVW.BGNEVYS.COfrVPULSE
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New book aimed at civic action for young people
year organizer for the Industrial
Areas Foundation, reiterates
With the on-going battle of the those actions and the imporupcoming presidential election, tance of making a statement
people have been urged to take through triumphant personal
charge and make it to the polls accounts of re-building what
in November.
was once "Urban Decay."
Since the election is coming
"Going Public," shows how the
up quickly, it is time to decide determination of groups of cition the candidate and issues that zens can make a difference and
matter - but making it to the improve communities. The 1AI-'
polls is half the battle. We have strived for a common goal of
been urged to become lead- cleaning and re-building comers in our communities and to munities that have been sufferset examples. This is a time for ing and were in need of change.
action, not critiquing.
This book is to serve as
The book, "Going Public- An an inspirational account of
Organizer's Guide to Citizen social action and to show how
Action." bv Michael (iecan. a 25- patience and Dersistence can
By Matt Manning
PULSE WRITER

help one reach goals. From the
first couple of chapters, that
message was clear. One can go
against the odds and make a
change by starting groups and
being aware of problems that
persist, but this book's message could be summed up in
a few chapters. As it dragged
on. the inspirational message
became tedious and the personal accounts somewhat dry.
At this time, people understand that getting Involved is
important, but they do not need
to read about a specific group's
success to see that it is possible,
lust lie aware of what is going
on in vour communitv and see

what is in need of support.
Throughout the book, Gecan
illustrates events with city officials and how the IAF non-violently reached goals with their
persistence and patience.
This book is full of stories and
reasons why people should be
involved in communities, but
as stated before, this book is
over done. While reading, one
begins to become bored with
hearing these diverse stories,
and it becomes overly predictable. It is well-understood
that one can be proud of one's
work, but these stories are not
ones that would interest some
IX'ODlc.

Delta Sigma Phi holds a
love auction for charities

Moore's 'Fahrenheit' is
controversial, entertaining

live I lelta Dollars." These "Delta
Dollars" are what the bidders use
How would you like to win a slave to bid and, in turn, win a date
man or woman for the night? If with the model of their choice
you're still contemplating the idea, Contemplating bidders may
a portion of the proceeds will go also purchase additional "Delta
Dollars" at the auction. One
to three charities. Interested yet?
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. real dollar is equal to two "Delta
is hosting its annual lave And inn I inll.iis" so with ten dollars a stu
dent can purchase twenty "Delta
tonight in the Union.
A love auction is when models Dollars". Forstudent convenience
are auctioned off to the highest the tickets are also bursarable.
The auction is not just for men
bidder for the chance at a date
with the model. However these or just lor women. The soror
arc not real models from maga- ity took care to make sure both
zines. These models volunteered sexBS i .in participate by bringing
for the position by responding to in male and female models to bid
flyers the sorority posted a month on. There are a total of 12 models
to bid on.
in advance to the event.
In preparation for the event
The event is a mere $7. It has
become a regular event on cam- Delta Sigma Theta received
pus being held annually foi a few
AUCTION, PAGE 10
years. The $7 ticket cost includes
admission to the event as well as

By Michael Siebenater
PULSE WRITER

By Htchole Rominski
PULSE WRITER

an emotional breakdown.
Also incredibly powerful is the
Fahrenheit 9/11," the highest recounting of September II
grossing documentary of all as we hear the sounds of the
time, has been released on carnage that took place while
home video/DVD just In tune only viewing a black screen.
for the elections, li was quite Moore gives the audience
a unique experience to share some emotional breaks from
with people in a full theater on the narrowing real-life drama
opening day. With the release by using songs for montagof the DVD director Michael es of important events and
Moore hopes to enhance the funny (in context) movie clips,
experience by adding addi- including Dragnet and graphitional extras, both dramatic cally altered Bonanza.
Moore proudly defends
and comical, Including war
presented facts and illustrates
footage and more interviews.
The real heart of the mat- several points that support his
ter becomes the elements own opinions while orienting
in this film that prompt, or the audience with several key
sometimes manipulate, the figures in the Iraq war and
audience response. The emo- the Bush administration in
tional footage creates strong
FAHRENHEIT, PAGE 10
fillings, especially a sequence
in which an Iraqi woman has

BOOK, FROM PAGE 8

Comedy Central's "The Daily
Show" came under criticism
for calling the pundits on
"Crossfire" "political hacks" and
their work "political theater."
Paulson doesn't believe the
problem will go away any
nine soon. "I don't think that
(problem! will go away. IV will
not all of the sudden become
nice. Talk radio will not have
only people that call in and be
mellow."
Another issue facing the electorate is that entertainers are
using their own medium to
advance their political views,
Campaigns such as Bruce
Springstein's Rock the Vote and
Sean Combs Vote or Die tour
are encouraging young people
to vote and conservative critics
have accused the shows of simply being shills for Democratic
causes.
"1 don't like when musicians
get on stage and try and tell
people what to think politically," said Craig Stone, sophomore. "I think they are taking
advantage of their celebrity to
influence their fans to think like
they do. I don't go to concerts

Photo Courtesy ot Paramount Pictures

MOORE IN AMERICA: Michael Moore is one of the celebrity targets for ridicule in Matt Stone and Trey
Parker's new marionnette satire "Team America: World Police"

to hear ideology I go to listen America: World Police" opened
last weekend grossing a total
to music."
It has gotten to the point of $12 million. The movie is
where political commentary an equal opportunity political
has been a target of mockery. offender mocking both the self
The aforementioned Stewart righteous jingoism in America
has co-authored a book enti- and the self righteous activitled "America which pokes fun ties of some of Hollywood's
liberal
members
at the political debate in the most
country. The new film "Team including Alec Baldwin, Matt

Damon and Michael Moore.
Surprisingly, even family
entertainment has come under
scrutiny for partisan content.
A recent article in "The New
York limes" pontificated on
the conservative political ideology in Disney's upcoming
film, the Incredibles."

Take Action

Charlotte Martin

FT

'Take Action: Volume 4'
Sub City Records

4%

I don't even know what to say
about this CD. Ok, yes I do.
Anyone reading this, tell everyone you know to buy diis CD.
Don't listen to it, just buy it.
Sub City Records funded this
CD, and its three predecessors,
in a successful attempt to raise
charity money for The National
llopcline Network (which is
a suicide prevention and crisis
hotline). Over the past four years
the Take Action tour and crew
have raised over $150,000 for the
hotline. This year they have chosen to donate their proceeds to a
different hotline however, called
The National Ynuthline Network
(which offers a peer to peer hotline for young people).
But I'd just like to say, it's a
good thing they are donating
money and not the CD to the
hotline. Then you'd be confusing an already confused group of
people because this CD has absolutely nothing to do with helping people. I thought it would
have a theme you know? Sub
City Records motto is "to create a
better world; one voice and one
action at a time".
What you actually get with this
CD is a bunch of no name little
rock groups (with the exception
of a few i.e.-Andrews WK and
rhe Early November) who wanted to sell their own CDs. I bet
they actually said "Hey guys, we
should sooo do this. Maybe we'll
sell a CD and get money. Go us!"
Again, maybe it's me and I'm just
not up to par on my no name
little rock groups. Some groups
on the CD include Melee, Taking
Back Sunday, and New Mexican
Disaster Squad. Sound familiar?
And the song titles only get better.
What bettei way to raise money
for charity than by singing a song
called "March of the Fire Ants"
or "Famous Friends and Fashion
Drunks"?
And it's not like the music is
good. I couldn't even begin to
understand the yelling and
screaming by some of the groups
on the first disc. It's your traditional yelling accompanied by
guitars.
I'm just really missing the
connection between the subject
matter of these songs and charity.
Maybe the connection went on
vacation or left the building widi
Elvis. Guys, gals, and people in
general, please buy this CD and
donate money to a good cause,
lust try not to listen to it.

On Your Shore"
RCARminls

#fc

Charlotte Martin is one of the
newest piano-based singersongwriters to hit the music
scene. Her first full-length
album, "On Your Shore," is reminiscent of Tori Amos, who is
Martin's musical idol.
Her 2003 F.l! "In Parentheses,"
is what got her noticed and her
latest effort is what proves she
deserves the attention she is
receiving from critics.
Her sound is fresh and catchy,
with beautiful piano arrangements accompanied by an
incredibly strong voice.
She is brutally honest in her
songs and plays the piano with
a passion that the listener can
feel as soon as they push the
play button. Martin is a classically trained opera singer and
a powerful voice expresses her
moody lyrics in a commanding
way.
Charlotte Martin may be the
next Tori Amos, but Martin has
her own views to offer. Her songs
deal with many diverse topics
including, love, depression, and
anorexia. The whole album is
very personal and sounds like
Martin is singing her poetry that
she has decided to share with
the world.
Even with her imposing
vocals, the songs still have a
warm and lush sound to them,
especially in the track "Up All
Night"
The entire album is intense,
even through the ballads. Marin
breaks away from comparisons
to the likes of Vanessa Carlton
through the sheer strength of
her voice and the substance
of the record. Martin wrote all
die tracks on her disc, excluding a cover of The Rolling Stones"
"Wild Horses."
This collection of songs was
wTitten in Martin's LA apartment where she locked herself
away for a year and just wrote to
deal with her depression. These
feelings are evident in songs like
"Steel" where she sings, "I am
steel. 1 don't feel anything at all."
The only thing that brings
the disc down is the repetitive
sound. The songs are different,
dealing with diverse topics and
varied piano arrangements. But
all of diem still have a similar
sound. It's hard to keep track
of what songs have already
been played. By the end of the
album the listener is ready for
something new.
By: Jessica Lang

By: Nichole Rominski

c

Every Vote Counts' informs readers on voting in up-coming election
the next president. It features
three chapters on each of the
three candidates; President
Bush, lohn Kerry and Ralph
Nader. The chapters include
how they got to where they are
today and their positions on
major issue-.
Katsaropoulos has written more than a dozen trade
books and textbooks, including, "learning the Internet
Business." He has worked as
an editor and product manag-

By Julie Restivo
PULSt WRITER

'lane Doe' has strong opinions
about protecting the environment, allowing same-sex marriage and keeping taxes low.
She may be a non-partisan
voter but she is passionate
about the issues. Confused, she
turns to Chris Katsaropoulos'
"Every Vote Counts," to help
her decide how to vote.
"Every Vote Counts" is a
practical guide to choosing
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er for major trade and textbook
companies, including McgrawI Mil and Scott Foresman.
"I think many Americans, like
myself four years ago, either
are confused by the political
process, or take it for granted,"
Katsaropoulos said.
Katsaropoulos realized how
confused American citizens
were after the election in
2000. He presents clear, concise information on how the
presidential election process

works. He explains how many media, political action comelectoral votes each state can mittees and campaign stratecast and what the registration gists have in getting a candidate
and voting regulations are in elected and how you can get to
the truth behind it.
each state.
He remains unbiased
Included in "Every Vote
Counts," is a sampling of throughout the book while presound bites from the three senting the facts so readers are
major candidates discussing
their views on abortion, the
economy. Iraq, terrorism, education and gay marriage.
Katsaropoulos helps readers find out what affects the

able to reach their own political
conclusions.
"My hope for this book is that
readers will head to the polls
on November 2, 2004, and
that they'll do so with confidence in their voting decisions,"
Katsaropoulos said.
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2004-2005
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
@
THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson

Student Union

..and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!
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NOV 11 Club BiJou
8PM DOORS

209 No. Superior St • Toledo

TICKETS AT THE SEAGATE CENTRE BOX OFFICE '
AT ALL !&SB™r« OUTLETS. CHARGE-BY-PHONE ^19) 474-1333,
ONLINE AT tKkgtmastn.com & AT ALLIED RECORDS
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sponsorships from local rasttUranistohi'ipp.n ICH thecosts.One
oi their largest sponsors is limmy
lobns Gourmei Sandwiches. Hie
even) lias been held annually for
a! least five years.
They plan to donate a portion
oi their proceeds to Habitat for
Humanity, the Dance Marathon,
and a new women's shelter
scheduled to open in lannarv

general. He makes logical
daims and comparisons, mostly through voice over narration,
while the interviews with various people ranging from businessmen to soldiers fighting in
Iraq have the most memorable
impact. "People are being told to
sit and roll over at the same time,"
says one subject when asked
about the terror alerts, alleged
sc, ne I. ic tii -sand public fear after
9/11. Moore presents both sides
while assembling his pieces into
a cohesive ^ i irk i weraD. It is up
to the audience If the) ward to
knock them down or not.
Ibis film encourages audiences to delve below superficial
facades and seek the tnie character of others. Moore anticipates, and some would say

called rhe Cocoon.

in addition to the love Auction.
Delia Sigma ilii'ta has participated in the i lance Marathon. They
arc also holding an event called
the labberwock In March, which
is a variety slum where a scholarship will be given away.
The event is being held today
in ihc Multi-Purpose room in the
Union at 7 p.m.

revels in the opposition he
causes and even includes scenes
specifically meant to defuse his
detractors statements; as if he's
telling them "See, I don't hate
America."
Moore's role as a crusading
protagonist is less prominent
when compared to his previous
works, consequently improving
himself as a filmmaker.
The most memorable dialogue is the ending footage that
summarizing Moore's objectives including a poignant overall view of war and the phrase" I
thought 1 knew.. .1 didn't."
This film inspired me to learn
more about our country instead
of choosing a side and arguing
with someone.
Itecommended ("") and
R for language and violent/
disturbing images.

Sublime cover band will play at Howards
By Chas McDonald
PUlSf WHITER

Sublime tribute band Badfish
will invade Howards Club II this
Saturday. The three member
band met at the Wniveisit\ of
Rhode Island three and a half
years ago and have been playing
tributes to Sublime CUM since.
BG News: Why did you decide to
cover Sublime songs?
Joel Hanks: Sublime had a
national fan base, but most oi
their tans, especially on the east
coast, never got to see them play.
We figured we would give them
that opportunity;
BG News: 1 lave you ever written
your own music.'
Hanks: Yes. and all of us have
been in a lot of other bands. This
is like a side-project or stepping
stone for us.
BG News: Is playing other peoples music as fulfilling as playing

I The BG News

Classified Ads • 372-6977

your own?
Hanks: In some ways yes. and
in sonic ways no. Sublime songs
are well written and composed.
Learning their songs is a great
way to study song writing
BG News: What's the best
Sublime song?
Hanks: That's a haul question,
so many are so good. If I had to
pick, I guess "Same In the End"
stands out
BG News: Of course, that begs
the question what's the worst
Sublime sung'1
Hanks: (Laughs) There is no
worst Sublime song.
BG News: Have you met any
hard-core Sublime fans who
hat e not appreciated what you're
doing?
Hanks: Actually, no...we expected to sec more of that, but the
fans haw been verj receptive.
It's kind ol surprising. I think it's
because most fans on the east

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

mast never got a chance to see
Sublime play live.
BG News: What's the best thing
that's happened to you on tour?
Hanks: So much has happened,
so many good stories, good
times, parties and girls. limmy
Buffet jumped on stage with us
once. We were drunk, he was
drunk. Apparently he owns an
island somewhere near where
were playing. That was definitely
a highlight of the tour.
BG News:

Other than Sublime.

who do you listen to?
Hanks: I listen to Punk-Ska stuff
like NOFX. Less than lake and
Pennywise. Hie other guys listen
more to rock like Guns a Roses,
Pink Floyd and Iron Maiden.
BG News: What's the best song

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
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39

Q-U connection
Glenn of the Eagles
Tumbler
Followers of tra
Changed for the
better
Nerd
Japanese guard dog
Rule of an
organization
As such
Flashy outfit
Beasts of burden
Hasty
"Citizen _"
"
Miniver"
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PISHN€LLO'S

Hanks: I at loe, "Lean Back."

203 N. Main

BGNew* Best AlbumBad Religion's, "Empire

40 Another name for 30A
44 Hot dog's problem?
45 Sony rival
46Qty.
47 Join with a molten alloy
49 Up to the task
51 Tiger's oig.
54 2003 losers of 30A
57 Parasitic arachnid
58 Bondsman's payment
59 Pub missiles
60 Cost per unit
61 Nick and Nora's pooch
62 Follow in order
63 Hoity-toity one
64 Unfreeze
65 Submarine areas

Doorway sides
Kind ot palm
Funny Bombeck
Like some gases
Norway's patron saint
__ ex machina
Clerk, at times
Take it easy
Longing
2003 winners of 30A
Craving
_ Beach, FL
Detection device
CSA soldier
Lair
Glob or mod ending
Annual sports event
Tease
Garden bloom
Guitarist Paul
M. Descartes
Part ot a table or journey

of2004?

Hanks:

9 Supervise
10 _ Arlington Robinson
11 Acquires more
coverage
12 Benito the dictator
13 Volcanic dust
21 Cotillion gals
22 Part of SLR
26 Instrument with three
strings
27 -Kidnapped" author's
initials
28 Harrow blade
30 Cunning trickery
31 Portland paper
32 Verdi opera
33 Ms. Fitzgerald
34 Fam. member

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

■

FR.ee Denver^
$5.75 Minimum

'LARGE

352-5166

Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun. "SHar HmaMtvHlMieHt'' ««wi

Strikes First"
For Sale

Personals

Help Wanted

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S S WOMEN'S SINGLES
RACOUETBALL-- OCT 27

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 - S125 & more per survey!
www. moneyrorsu rveys.com

For Rent

TM HO \«»% MlsMtai

math tttf ikacnrmnaK «
s!i>kiu*t i*r
cntatHi Jiuhbty ilnuxi
Ol my ''her ■■,

City Events

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TEAM
HANDBALL-- OCT 26

Westwood School of Horrors
wwwTerrorAtTheWestwood.com

Wanted

Travel
("BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From $279' Includes Meals
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20* Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World,
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife!
Ethics Award Winning Company!

mm sp''''gBtciikimM;i am

Need a temale subleaser from Jan.
lo May S250/mo. plus ulil Close to
campus on N Enterprise Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015.
Rmate. needed in Bradner Reliable
trans, required. $400/mo. inclu. ulil
Call 419-288-3735 ask (or Jason.

Help Wanted

1-800-678-6386.
!!!SPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459* Tax! FLORIDA S1591
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others1 Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50* Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
HOttl BwtiioRnielrTiMdjMni

1-800-678-6386.
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800-2347007. endlesssummertours com
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's#t Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts. Info/Reservations 1 -800-648
4849. www stslravel.com.
Spring Break 2005 Challenge find
a better price' Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline'
Hiring reps-earn Iree trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

Services Offered
Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo free trial. Chatrooms
for all Ohio colleges.
www.sweetyfinder.com
Psychology Major*
Interested in a career in business9
Check out the BGSU Master of
Organization Development
www.modbgsu.com

Personals

"BARTENDING1 S300/day potential.
No exp necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
BA 203 tutor needed. Willing lo pay.
Contact Michael at 847-858-0621 or
mbulgat@bgnet bgsu.edu

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSOR
We are currently recruiting (or a fulltime Diagnostic Assessor, 11 007:30pm Mon -Fn Responsibilities
include
- Conducting assessment interviews with clients & families resulting in a thorough diagnostic assessment complete with appropriate
DSM IV diagnosis
- Ability to handle crisis situations
with appropriate interventions, prescreen (or need status assessment
to r/o homicidal/suicidal ideations
- Participation in agency on-call
paid sen/ices lour days/month.
REQUIREMENTS: A minimum of
Bachelor's Degree with current LSW
and disclosure, scope o( practice in
Chemical Dependency. Must be organized and have excellent oral and
written skills. Drug screen and criminal history check will be required.
We offer a competitive salary along
with excellent benefits
Interested candidates can forward
their resume, cover letter and salary
requirements to:
Connecting Point, Attn: HR Assl.
1212 Cherry St Toledo OH 43608
Fax: 419-321-6802. No phone calls
please. EOE/M/F/V

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sander»onit»bles com
Playboy Centerfold & MTV Road
Rules Star Cara Zavaleta from BG
will be book signing in BG at Mike's
Party Mart 834 S Main on Weds.
Oct 27 trom 4-6pm'
We now have hookahs at
Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Mart

CINEMA 5

khrtul.GoW for lO'il.Mllmi 10 21-04

Tired ol SOftr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working indvls. w/
pos. attitude, great pay Flex schedules, training provided, cust. sales/
srvc. interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18+. Conditions
exisl. lo schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134

E Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm for info. Will mail.

Wait staff. Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W Dussel Or Maumee

(I S4TO*»4S««*rft>/r
II 00Mr.AoirM.flM, VrtiKlM)
Sfwrial Midnight Showing • tickets »M:
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..cinemark.com
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1 bdrm. subleaser needed.
Available mid-Dec Rent negotiable
Call 352-7994.
t
1 -3 subleasers needed for 3 bd apt:
1.5 bath, C/A, DW, fireplace Rent
negot Avail. Oct*. 419-304-4241
Church St. Queen Anne Nat'l Reg
ol Historic Places. Bay window w/
stained glass, 2 bdrm. w/ bsmt, hv
rm., din. rm, kit., W/D, stove, refng .
no pets. S769/mo 419-261-2038.

2 bd apt lor sublease Nov I
Two blocks from campus.
Call 419-353-3622
Perrysburg. easy access to I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm., apt 1 bath, water
incl. laundry fact... security btdg.
$525-550 month 734-850-0121.
Subleaser needed Spr Sem. 467 S
Summit #57. Clean, quiet neighborhood. Close to campus &
downtown
(330)719-0139

1998 Ford Taurus SE 125k.
Blue/gray, loaded. $2,900
419-574-2771
Mazda 626, 1993, touch screen CD
player, chrome rims. moon-roo(.
asking S3.000 419-655-2904
Moped sale. New mopeds $799 and
up. 100 new and used in stock
Lyle's Mopeds 1133 N Main St
Delphos. OH 419-692-0249.
Motorola 60 I cell phone $30.
Call (or more in(o.
419-341-0180

Subleaser neededfor
second semester
Contact 704-519-9181

Call 353-5800

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S. College Dr-2 BR unfurn apt
1 5 baths, starting at $425/mo
dep
$425 Tenant pays elec. NO PETS!
Assigned parking
422 Clough St.-2 8R unfurn. apt.
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit $490 NO PETS!
628 7th St. *2-2 BR unfurn. apt.
$475/mo, dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S. NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E. Wooster St
across (rom Taco Bell

Planned F&renthoocf
of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
•
•
■
■

Emergency Contraception
Birth Control
Gynecological Exams
Pregnancy Testing

1301 Jefferson Avenue
Toledo. Ohw
419 255 1115

OPEN NOW

HUlsitale Apt.
inn.' Pain lev
• 3 Ixlnii I wnh.s

• Diahwashei
• < iarboge Dispotal
• \\ :i>,lu-i Dryer Hook-up
(2 3 bdrm)

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance

• t arporta

• Patio

• Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening A Treatment)
• HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

3401 Qlendale Avenue
Toledo. Ohio
419-385-8778
C.ill loll Irec lor an appointment
1-80O-230-75f "
www ppnwo.orc)

Roast Turkey
Available from Noon 'til 9 ptn

Mashed Potaion-Hornemadc Gravy
Combread StuffinK'Vcjtetahle'O'leslaw

I«;M

Bus atop

• Spacious kitchen
M-n-W-n-ni In.

• Pets welcome

llcinzsitc Apt.
710 N Biuetpnse

• Convenient on-site parking

• J iHlrnis
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FREE
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t
E/VT

•
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•

I Haliwashei
i iaifoage l>i^*>s,il
w.tsluT Dryet In - ixlrins
CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

/CfifrCA
U.UfM„U In.

Stop by the Office at

VARSITY
I SQUARE

APARTMENTS

P

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

• Laundry facilities

THO liMffu: WorH

Starting 10J19 S»w IRI MM in time lo* rUMowwrt

" 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts Starting 1/1/05,
low as $450 mo. Rooms Avail now
lor $225 mo. Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.
"Now renting (or 05-06
SY.HQUSflS,
Lg. & Sm Grand fathered for 3 to 8
students per unit. Also Apts. all next
to campus Listing Avail 24/7 @

6-

Met III:
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For Rent

Personal care assistants needednear campus. Prefer nursing
students or those with related
experience. Apply online at www.
geocities. com/f ai ryta 11398 2

Dinner ^

OCT. 21
To My III' Alicia
Tonight is the Night!
Get excited'
I will finally be revealed!
Love, Your Big?

Overnight child care needed (or
2 independent teens Nov 4,5. & 6.
419-372-7335

For Sale
BABYSITTER WANTED in my Perrysburg home (or an infant & a toddler 7:30am-5:00pm. Mon. - Fn.
Early childhood education and/or
childcare experience preferred. Call
(419) 877-4615 or (419) 878-0508

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COREC INNERTUBE WATER POLO-

KAKAKAKAK4KAKAK4KA

Love to work with children'' The Fort
Meigs YMCA is looking for childcare
counselors (or our Bowling Green &
Perrysburg locations Expenence in
child care preferred l( interested,
please call 419-251 -9622 and ask
lor Stacy..

Used brass trumpet (or salo
Good condition S300OBO
CD collection, over 100 eds $80.
Call 419-341-0180

419-353-7715 liJ

10 iS Y Main St.

or check website
www.mecca by-corn
for complete listing
for next year. Will start
renting in NOVEMBER

